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and a van and begin doing replacements. “Fly-by-the-night” AGRR companies do exist and they aren’t ensuring
safe, quality installations.
However, mobile has been around a
long time and others in the industry say
it is necessary for customer satisfaction.
Customers expect automotive glass
technicians to come out to their car for
an automotive glass replacement. It is a
customer convenience thing.
AGRR™ estimates that 68 percent of
replacements are done outside of the
shop. Thirty-eight percent of automotive glass companies operate exclusively
on the road; 58 percent do both mobile
and in-shop work. Some of those who
do both see it as a necessity. It can expand a shop’s territory, allowing them to
do more jobs. Meanwhile, those who do
mobile-only see it as a way of keeping
overhead costs low. They do not need to
pay rent or pay a salary for someone to
man the shop.
Those who view mobile as a viable alternative to in-shop installations, say
they take the time to ensure the job is
done right. These company owners say
they and their technicians carefully
stock up for the day and keep an eye on
the weather. If a rainstorm pops up, mobile technicians turn to self-carwash
bays or perhaps a local body shop to do
the work. They see mobile as something
that isn’t going anywhere soon.
See our feature on page 14 to learn
more. What do you think? Email your
thoughts to jreed@glass.com.
■
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Courtney Shackelford

by Jenna Reed
OTHING IGNITES A PASSIONate discussion in the industry
like the mention of the words
“mobile installation.” Everyone, it
seems, has a different and definitive
opinion on the efficacy of mobile automotive glass installations.
Though it is such an
ingrained part of
the automotive
glass industry, is it
the safest way to
install glass? That is
the crux of the debate. In this issue we
talked with mobile-only
automotive glass replacement and repair company
owners, adhesive suppliers, as well
as those who do both in-shop and mobile work to see what they thought.
Doing in-shop work is ideal, according to almost all we interviewed. All the
tools and parts are right at hand. The
controlled environment of a shop
makes it easier to judge curing time and
ensure the customer does not drive
away with the vehicle until it is safe to do
so. It is also easier to oversee the work of
the technician and ensure he adheres to
the manufacturer’s guidelines when it
comes to adhesion.
In-shop work is not dependent upon
the weather. Rescheduling is not necessary if it is raining or too cold. One technician with whom we spoke went so far
as to say in-shop is the only legitimate
and safe way to do replacements. There
are too many uncontrolled factors in
the field and the best way to replicate an
OEM’s installation of a windshield is to
do it inside, he claims. He says entry
into the “mobile-only” AGRR field is too
easy. Almost anyone can get adhesive
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Who Loves Ya Baby?
b y C a r l To m p k i n s

D

O YOU REMEMBER THE
great television show “Kojak,” in
which the late actor Telly Savalas
played the lead role, New York City Police
Detective Lieutenant Theo Kojak? If you
do remember the show, you may also remember his famous line, “Who loves ya
baby?” I loved the line and it fits well for
the theme of this article.
As we work with fellow employees, interact with customers and negotiate with
suppliers, the subjects of position, experience, knowledge and wisdom each
come into play in helping determine our
level of success. But what trumps all of
these subjects is how well you’re liked by
the people filling these roles. Hence, a
great goal is to concentrate on what
things you can do that will cause people
to answer, “you,” if you were to ask them,
“Who loves ya baby?”
I’m having a bit of fun on this play of
words coined by Telly Savalas. Laying at
the literal core of what we need to realize
is that the fact that there are specific behaviors that people are comfortable
using, as well as have used by others
when working together. And when you
know their comfort zone of behavior
and work within that zone, you are
going to be extremely successful. If you
fail to match your behavior to the desired pattern of the other person, you’re
far less likely to succeed for the long
term, regardless of what else you have
going for you.
The fascinating notion about such behaviors is that they fit into four categories. One of those categories is labeled
“analytical,” which teaches that 25 percent of our population are those people
who are most comfortable taking their
time in making decisions, rely on the
facts and numbers, don’t like to push or

6
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be pushed, and want to get the job done
with the lowest amount of risk and without error. The job comes first. Steps that
you can take to best support your ability
to work within an analytical’s comfort
zone is to be prepared with information;
be clear and complete on your facts.
Don’t be overly aggressive and show patience. Concentrate on the task at hand
and be sure to provide a lot of assurance.
The second category of our four behavior patterns is “drivers.” People being
most comfortable operating within this
category of behavior like to take charge,
are aggressive, base their position on
facts, are pragmatic, quick in decision
making, and are not prone to emotional
responses. This behavior can be challenging and really requires discipline to
be successful. Keys are to be to the point,
succinct, provide key facts, and demonstrate your appreciation for the limited
time they have and the authority they
carry within the subject matter at hand.
Do you best to make them feel in charge
of any given situation? The job at hand is
all that matters.
The third category of behavior is “expressive.” These people are, as their title
of behavior suggests, very expressive,
outspoken and loaded with emotion.
They love to lead the rally; they are motivators. Their aggressive approach in
life is for the team and not for self. They
love to see everyone involved and to
equally enjoy the victory. They like to
direct things, but are driven around the
element of being people- and relationship-focused. When encountering an
expressive, make sure to account for
their feelings and that what is to be accomplished is for the good of everyone.
Do not overload them with information,
but instead, sell them on the vision and

>

the excitement that will come from the
journey.
Our final group of the four is the behavior pattern called “amiable.” The people preferring this pattern of behavior
take a similar approach as an analytical
but rather than relying on numbers, their
focus is on the people issues; the feelings
of others and desire for consensus on
everything. They don’t want to take the
initiative, yet don’t like being pushed too
hard by other people. They avoid conflict
like the plague. So, when working with an
amiable, really connect with them
through small talk. Don’t push on the
business at hand too quick since this will
cause them to shut down. Be warm and
friendly and demonstrate your interest to
have agreement by everyone involved.
This approach speeds things along much
faster than if you pushed your way
through any discussions or projects.
It is important to know your preferred
pattern of behavior. Be careful here since
everyone claims to be an amiable, but
only 25 percent of people fit this category.
This means that there is a 75-percent
chance that you’re one of the other three.
Don’t worry, we’re not assessing your core
values. Instead, it’s your preferred approach in working with other people.
Knowing your exact comfort zone allows
you to know how best to stretch your
rubber band to meet the desired behaviors of the person you are encountering.
You don’t have to remain there very long;
snap back to your preferred comfort zone
after the work is done.
■
Carl Tompkins is the global marketing
resources manager for Sika Corp. in
Madison Heights, Mich., and the author of the
book, “Winning at Business,” available on
Amazon.com. He is based in Spokane, Wash.
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the latest in safety

CERTIFICATION NEWS

AGSC Launches CE Program
for Certified Techs

T

ECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY
the Auto Glass Safety Council
(AGSC) can now re-certify by accumulating continuing education
credits over a three-year period.
The AGSC recently launched a
new program by
which technicians
can re-certify by accumulating 18 continuing education
credits over a threeyear period rather
than re-taking the
AGSC
certification
test.
Certification
Director Vincent Technicians who
have
previously
LaMarco
taken and passed
the Auto Glass Technician or Master Auto
Glass Technician tests will still be able to
re-certify by re-taking the test every three
years, but the continuing education program provides another option to them.
“The AGSC Education Committee
wanted to offer an additional alternative for renewing their AGSC technician accreditation, as continuing
education programs are common in a
number of industries,” says Vincent
LaMarco, director of certification for
the AGSC. “Our accreditation expires
three years after passing the exam we
have in place to test knowledge of
proper industry practices and safety
standards. Previously, the only way for
technicians to renew their AGSC accreditation was to retake the exam.”
In order to re-certify through the
continuing education program, technicians will need to submit a form listing the registered course/credit
numbers and dates of training. Credit
for the exact same course/credit is al-
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lowed a maximum of once every two
years. The training course will need to
be pre-approved by AGSC.
Students who opt to re-certify through
education credits must obtain:
• Four full credits in safety (employee
safety and OSHA topics);
• Four full credits in adhesive systems
(usually given by adhesive vendor or
internal trainer);
• Eight full credits in installation topics (tools, procedures and problems); and
• Two full credits in standards and information (ANSI/AGRSS, NAGS and
other data).
A maximum of no more than 12 credits may be accumulated in a 12-month
period. No more than two of the required four adhesive system credits can
be accumulated in a 12-month period to
encourage receipt of updated information at least once every two years.
“This program will allow technicians a structured method for keeping
up with industry knowledge after passing the exam, while also giving technicians the opportunity to renew their
accreditations without having to retake

>

the exam,” adds LaMarco. “Many technicians indicated that they preferred
this method to potentially having to
‘cram’ for an exam every three years.”
There are a number of avenues by
which technicians may be able to recertify.
“We expect many companies to offer
a number of external programs that
would afford technicians an opportunity to meet the requirements of the
continuing education program,” says
LaMarco. “Technicians may also want to
talk to their employers about the possibility of creating an internal continuing
education program within their shops,
which is another option we allow
to meet the conditions of the program.”
LaMarco says those with questions
about creating an internal continuing
education program (or other questions
about the program) should contact
him at vlamarco@agsc.org or by phone
at 540/720-7484, ext. 136.
No matter how a technician obtains
his continuing education credits,
recordkeeping is key.
❙❙➤ http://agsc.org/ceurecertificationprogram
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EVENT NEWS
Auto Glass Safety Council
to Hold Half-Day Meeting
The Auto Glass Safety Council™
(AGSC) will hold a special half-day meeting for all representatives of its Registered
Member companies on Tuesday, October
7, at the Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel in Baltimore, Md. It is being
held in the morning prior to the start of
Auto Glass Week™ that afternoon.
The event will include several sessions
designed specifically for AGSC Registered

Yo
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Zoom Fit

Archives

Member Companies, including one that
will focus on how Registered Member
Companies can maximize the value of
their membership.
“The half-day program is going to
focus on the different ways you can promote your company,” says director of operations Kathy Bimber.
In addition, there will be a session on
“An Insurer’s View of AGSC” as well as a
session on gaining publicity in your
hometown and understanding the updates to the validation program.
Penny Ouellette with Orion Registrar
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Corp., the third-party firm that conducts
the validations, will provide an update on
the new version of the AGRSS Standard™ expected to take effect soon.
The meeting will be held at the Auto
Glass Week host hotel from 9 a.m. to 12
p.m., just before Auto Glass Week gets underway at 1 p.m. in the convention center
across the street.
Attendance at the meeting is free of
charge and open to representatives from
all AGSC Registered Member companies,
but attendees must pre-register.
■
❙❙➤ http://agsc.org/conference
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breaking news
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COMPANY NEWS

ABRA Auto Body &
Glass for Sale

C

OLLISION COMPANIES ARE
increasingly becoming involved
in the AGRR arena and one big
player, ABRA Auto Body & Glass, has
just re-entered the market for a new
private equity owner to continue its
growth streak. “It is a good time to capitalize,” says Duane Rouse, ABRA’s
president and CEO.
The company’s management sees
automotive glass repair and replacement services playing a big role in the
company’s ongoing expansion.
“We’ve been private-equity owned

since 1997 and we’re good at it. This
will not be disruptive to business,”
he adds.
This will be the fifth time the company has sought out new private equity ownership. Palladium Equity
Partners LLC acquired the company
in 2011.
“In 2011, we set a five-year growth
plan and we hit that plan early,” says
Rouse.
ABRA could be worth $500 million,
according to one report.
“Palladium Equity Partners is a mid-

dle market private equity firm with
more than $2.5 billion in assets under
management,” according to the company’s website. “Palladium seeks to acquire and grow companies in
partnership with founders and experienced management teams by providing capital, strategic guidance and
operational oversight.”
In July 2013, Palladium announced
that it has completed the recapitalizations of two portfolio companies, including ABRA.
“The recapitalization of ABRA al-

LEGAL NEWS
Massachusetts AGRR Technician Charged with Murder

Suspect Richard Langley
Richard Langley, a technician for
Ace Auto Plate Glass in West Roxbury,
Mass., was arraigned in June on one
count of murder for allegedly stabbing
his wife to death, according to the
Plymouth Assistant District Attorney
Bridget Norton Middleton. He did not
help her as she lay dying.
“On June 11, 2014 at approximately
7:36 p.m., Rockland Police received a
call reporting a woman stabbed at 189
Moncrief Road in Rockland, Mass.,” according to a statement from the ADA
Norton Middleton. “When police arrived at that location, they found a
woman lying in the driveway suffering
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from an apparent stab wound. Neighbors were attending to her.
“The victim was taken to a local
hospital where she was pronounced
dead a short time later,” the ADA
wrote in the statement. “The victim
has been identified at Patricia Langley. Her husband, Richard Langley, was
placed under arrest at the scene and
charged with murder. They both lived
at 189 Moncrief Road.”
The person who answered the phone
at Ace Auto Plate Glass said the company is not commenting on the situation, as of June 28. The company’s
website lists Rick Langley as general
manager.
“This matter remains under investigation by the state police detectives
assigned to the Plymouth County District Attorney’s Office and the Rockland Police. No further information is
being released at this time,” according to the ADA.
Langley allegedly told police he
killed his wife for cheating, according

>

to a local report.
As she lay dying, Patricia Langley
allegedly identified her husband as her
killer, the report notes.
Richard Langley reportedly told police he went to Walmart to pick up
medication for his diabetes and returned to find “sexual” text messages
on his wife’s cell phone and “flew off
the handle.”
He pled not guilty in court. Patricia
Langley reportedly worked as an aide
for special education students at a
local elementary school.
Plymouth DA Timothy Cruz says, “I
think it’s one of the most vicious cases
I’ve seen in quite a while. The facts
are incredibly disturbing,” according
to a report.
Two adult daughters reportedly lived
at the couple’s home, but were not
home at the time of the alleged attack.
Neighbors described the couple as
“happy,” saying Patricia Langley had a
little dog they often saw her taking on
walks.
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Wood’s Powr-Grip Celebrates Golden Anniversary

lowed for the return of approximately $24 million in capital to investors in Palladium Equity Partners
III, representing 44 percent of invested capital,” according to a company statement.
Since Palladium’s initial investment in October 2011, ABRA has sped
up its growth, completing ten add-on
acquisitions and increasing EBITDA
by more than 80 percent.
In April, ABRA Auto Body & Glass
showed its push for growth by purchasing 24 Collision Centers of America in Chicago, the surrounding
communities and Northwest Indiana.
As for its automotive glass side of
the business, the company’s national
glass center does price quoting, dispatches jobs to technicians, orders
parts and more. The call center has
business and marketing personnel
in-house to support the company’s
expansion. Automotive glass repair
and replacement services are offered
in the majority of the markets the
company does business in.
“We have business and marketing
folks that talk with agents about
claims originations and also talk to
OEM parts’ dealers,” Scott Krohn, executive vice president of operations,
said in an interview last year. “While
selling collision, it doesn’t take a lot
more effort to talk about glass. We do
a lot of business for OEM dealers and
most are not in the glass business.
We buy a significant amount of OEM
parts each year and so we get glass
referrals. It’s a win, win relationship
with dealers. The call center does virtually everything for the glass transaction, with the exception of
installation.”

www.agrrmag.com

A company that
planted its roots in an
old general store that
was converted into a
machine shop is still
blooming 50 years
later. Howard Wood
founded Wood’s PowrGrip in 1964. Half a Laurel, Mont.-based Wood’s Powr-Grip has grown
decade later, his grand- to include 130 employees and is now led by the
children are still nur- third generation. (Left to right) Brothers Brad,
turing the blossoms.
Bryan and Barry Wood.
The Montana-based
company now boasts 130 employees.
“As a third-generation, family-owned company, it gives us a great sense of pride
to be celebrating 50 years in business,” says Wood’s grandson and company president Bryan Wood. “From that humble beginning to our current 55,000 square-foot
manufacturing facility, it has indeed been an adventure.”
Wood’s is among the worldwide leaders in the manufacturing of vacuum lifting
tools and equipment.
For the automotive glass industry, the company offers Handi-Grip hand-held vacuum cups that can put handles where needed. Ideal for lifting automotive windshields,
sidelites and backlites, these vacuum cups with Handi-Grip handles are designed ergonomically to provide easy handling and maximum load control, according to officials.
The cups are now available in pairs with a new double carrying case.
Its vacuum cups and equipment products are distributed internationally in nearly
50 countries through a network of dealers and distributors, with the glass industry
listed first among the most prevalent users of its products.
The company’s growth over the past five decades, while vast, did not come without some tough obstacles.
Wood says the economic downturn a few years ago was the biggest challenge it
faced in recent years, as the increasing costs of materials, uncertainty in the market and decreasing profits pitted Wood’s with some difficult financial decisions.
That’s when the company had to lean on the “do the right thing” mantra
Howard Wood instilled in it—a mantra seen repeated on the website.
“Layoffs were considered, but we decided that that would not be doing the
right thing,” says Wood. “We met with our employees and asked them to accept
shorter hours to help prevent the loss of jobs. Salaried employees agreed to take
a short-term pay cut.
“Operations were streamlined, procedures simplified, and in a relatively short period of time we were back to normal with a full trained workforce.”
Long-term, Wood says constant and continuous change through laws, regulations,
logistics, market pressures and the Internet is an ongoing challenge—one which, now
more than ever, requires Wood’s to “pursue markets proactively in order to survive.”
Wood hopes the company’s efforts to foster relationships with its existing customers and vendors while providing a high-quality product and service will be enough
to keep things on track another half-century and beyond.
“Businesses must make a plan and stick to the plan,” he says. “It isn’t always realistic, but we’ve worked hard over the past 50 years to lay a solid foundation. We intend to stick to the path and do the right thing, so future
generations have the chance to dream and fill those dreams with accomplish■
ments that exceed our expectations.”
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COMPANY NEWS

Boyd Group Acquires Netcost Claims
Service to Expand TPA Footprint

B

OYD GROUP INCOME FUND,
parent company to U.S.-based
Gerber Collision & Glass, Glass
America, Hansen Collision and Glass,
among others, is acquiring Schaumburg, Ill.-based Netcost Claims Services (NCS), an automotive glass claims
administrator for insurer companies.
NCS has a call center, which Boyd
plans to combine with Gerber National
Glass Services (GNGS), its TPA, thus expanding the company’s insurance
claims’ servicing capabilities.
The addition of a
call center to GNGS
could soon put the
company’s partnership with LYNX Services in the rear-view
mirror, explains Eddie
Cheskis, CEO of Glass
Eddie
America,
a
Boyd
Cheskis
Group subsidiary.
“Clearly, since we now have our own
call center and infrastructure, we will
eventually move our existing customers from LYNX Services to our own
call center,” says Cheskis. “LYNX has

been a very good partner with us. …
We expect to bring the two businesses
[GNGS and NCS] together to capture
more market share and we will take
time to decide what the branding will
be. For our customers, it is business as
usual and nothing has changed.
“Our goal is to continue to provide
best-in-class service,” says Cheskis.
“We have a wonderful long-established
network of independently-owned and
operated automotive glass businesses.
Both the NCS and Gerber networks are
very similar. Our goal is to enable us, as
well as our network members, to be
able to compete effectively to capture
more business.”
NCS was founded in 2000 and has
about 80 employees, with about 70 capable of handling automotive glass claims.
“This is a very important development that will enhance our current
glass repair business and enable our
U.S. auto glass business to grow its relationship with its fleet management
and insurance industry customers,”
says Brock Bulbuck, president and
chief executive officer of the Boyd

LYNX Services Sale in Progress
In another industry move, LYNX Services is also gaining a new
parent company—Solera Holdings. Pittsburgh Glass Works has
agreed to sell LYNX Services, GTS Services and Glaxis.
“[This deal] is being greeted as good news by our contacts in
the insurance and automotive industries,” says John Wysseier,
LYNX Services’ president.
“Solera is a well-known and respected provided provider of techJohn Wysseier nology and services to the markets we serve, so the opportunities
for synergy and customer-facing benefits are many,” he adds.
Solera is in the process of purchasing 100 percent of the operating entities and
other assets that comprise PGW’s Insurance and Services Division business for approximately $280 million. The entire purchase price will be paid in cash. For the
twelve months ended March 31, 2014, I&S’ revenue and adjusted EBITDA were
$58.8 million and $19.7 million, respectively, according to a release by Solera.
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Group. “The addition
of a call center to the
GNGS network of
3,000 independentlyowned auto repair locations in the U.S.
will
considerably
strengthen our value Brock
proposition.”
Bulbuck

Word on the Street
Responding to the deal, Mark Liston,
president of Glass Doctor, says, “Seems
to me that companies are doing all they
can do to grab some market share.”
“I applaud aggressive companies.
I’m not sure how this will impact the
landscape of our industry. Only time
will tell,” he adds.
Kerry Soat, owner of Fas-Break in
Chandler, Ariz., predicts this deal will
lead to a “new round of bidding wars
with the insurance companies, which
could lead ‘healthy’ competition. It
could also lead to ‘unhealthy’ competition … we will see where it goes.”
“It looks like two good companies
coming together and consolidating to
complete with the massive acquisition
path Safelite has been on. I suspect that
there will be more consolidation in
third-party administrator (TPA) space in
the future,” says Paul Gross, president
and CEO of HSG and CodeBlue.

Growth Trajectory
Looking back, Boyd began to grow
in the automotive glass industry when
it acquired Geber Collision & Glass in
2004. The company went on to acquire
Globe Amerada Glass Network in 2005
under the Gerber name and rebranded it as GNGS, according to
Boyd’s website.
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The total purchase price consideration of approximately $3.0 million,
subject to post-closing adjustments,
for NCS will be funded through a
combination of available cash and
seller financing.
“NCS began as a nationwide automotive glass claim administrator offering America’s finest network of
professional, independent glass vendors,” according to the company’s
website.
NCS is a nationwide claims administrator servicing insurance and fleet
clients’ needs with a full menu of claim
handling services.
The parent company to Gerber Collision & Glass and Glass America has
been on a buying spree. The company
recently signed an agreement to acquire 25 collision repair centers in Illinois, Indiana and Florida under the
trade name Collision Revision. The collision centers outsource AGRR services.
In September 2013, the company
acquired HC Capital Group, which
owns and operates 25 collision repair
centers under the Hansen Collision
and Glass trade name in western
Michigan and northeastern Indiana.
Gerber Collision & Glass has opened
several new centers throughout the
U.S. this year in Illinois, North Carolina, Maryland and Arizona.
Boyd Group purchased a controlling
interest in Glass America in June 2013.
Boyd Group reported a 41-percent increase in sales to $183.6 million for the
first quarter, compared to sales of $130.6
million in the same quarter of the prior
year. The glass business contributed incremental sales of $11.5 million, primarily attributable to the acquisition of
Glass America, according to officials.
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LEGAL NEWS
Florida Antitrust Lawsuit Continues
A judge recently threw the brakes on for an antitrust lawsuit filed by collision repair companies in Florida against
multiple insurers, saying that their allegations were not
specific enough for the case to continue. “The complaint is
more than 30 pages long and suffers from a host of problems,” U.S. District Judge Gregory Presnell writes in his decision to dismiss. He did, however, leave the door open for
plaintiffs’ attorneys to rework the complaint and elaborate Judge Gregory
on the specific damages related to each plaintiff and de- Presnell
fendant and refile.
The lawsuit was filed by group of Florida collision repair shops against
State Farm and dozens of other insurers, alleging the insurers use their direct repair programs to “illegally control and depress” repair rates and if the
shops don’t comply, customers are steered away. Basically, the judge said
the complaint needs more detail.
Independent automotive glass repair shops allege similar issues with
third-party administrators (TPAs), which handle automotive glass claims for
insurers, so this case has potential implications for the AGRR industry.
“The complaint is a prohibited ‘shotgun pleading,’ with each count incorporating irrelevant allegations … Dismissal is required,” the judge writes.
“[T]he complaint fails to identify which plaintiffs have direct-repair program agreements with which (if any) defendants. If the plaintiffs choose to
re-plead, this must be corrected,” he adds.
“With limited exceptions, the allegations of wrongdoing are attributed,
collectively, to every defendant and alleged to have been perpetrated upon
every plaintiff,” the judge continues. “While there may be situations in
which such collective descriptions are sufficient, at least some of the claims
asserted here require individualized allegations. For example, if plaintiffs’
counsel were able to establish that defendant A was unjustly enriched by
shortchanging plaintiff B, it would not entitle any other plaintiff to a judgment against defendant A (or any other defendant). However, that is the
way this action has been pleaded. If the plaintiffs choose to re-plead, this
must be corrected.”
The case is dismissed without prejudice, meaning it can and was refiled,
and all pending motions have been denied by the judge as moot.
The lawsuit in Florida is similar to those filed in Mississippi, Indiana and
other states. The judges in those cases had not issued any decisions at
press time.
The repair companies have asked the Judicial Panel on Multi District Consolidation to group the lawsuits together in one court district.
Stay tuned to glassBYTEs.com™ for more information.
■
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One-Van
Wonders?
Exploring Mobile Installations
from All Angles

by Jenna Reed

M

obile automotive glass installations have garnered
both praise and criticism
since the first windshields left the shop
for driveways and parking lots. Today,
most companies do at least some of
their work on a mobile basis though
there are many advantages and disadvantages of each business model.
Mobile-only companies are popular
in the industry. AGRR™ magazine estimates that 68 percent of automotive
glass replacements and 89 percent of
repairs are done out of shop. Thirtyeight percent of automotive glass companies forsake brick-and-mortar all
together and operate exclusively on the
road; 58 percent do both mobile and
in-shop work. Approximately 4 percent
of companies offer in-shop services,
exclusively. Some companies embrace
mobile work as state-of-the art, others
consider it a business necessity.

Lance Spitler, owner of Packerland Auto Glass in Rice Lake Wis., happily
calls himself a one-van wonder.

Pros and Cons
So what drives company owners to
choose in-shop, mobile or a combination? It all comes down to the value
proposition

Estrada’s Carglass in San Antonio,
Texas, does most of its work in-shop.
Co-owner Tally Estrada is a huge proponent of a controlled environment and
attempts to do all work at the shop.

another bigger market. I am very happy
where I am, I love what I do for a living.
I love talking with my customers, sharing stories, etc. I call it building my fan
base. I get a ton of repeat business and
I am making quite a reputation in this
area. … When I brag about being the
president of this company, my wife will
also say, ‘Yes, you are the janitor, too.’”
In Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Collin Woodall
is a Novus Glass franchisee who covers
four counties.
“I opened the business in June 2011
and do both repair and replacement,” he

says. “I have one van right now and I am
thinking about purchasing another. …
Being mobile keeps down on the cost
[overhead]. If I keep getting bigger getting a physical location is probably something I could do, but it’s not something I
feel I need to do.”
For Alan Paull, another Novus Glass
franchisee based in Wilmington, N.C.,
being mobile-only reduces his company’s
overhead.
“I don’t see how a fixed location can
make it without doing flat glass and auto
glass, as well as headlight restoration,” he

All Mobile, All Day
Fly-by-the-night mobile technicians do
exist, but the mobile-only technicians we
interviewed differentiate themselves by
stressing the quality of their work and taking the time to do a job right. They also do
background checks on new hires and more.
“Yes, mobile-only guys catch a lot of
flak,” says Lance Spitler, owner of Packerland Auto Glass in Rice Lake, Wis. “I
had one body shop owner tell me once
… ‘You guys may be the only ones left
in the [mobile] business. I am very
happy being called a one-van wonder. I
just hired a subcontractor to take over
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Mobile Work in the Field:
68 percent of all automotive glass replacements are mobile.
89 percent of automotive glass repairs are mobile.

Mobile-Only
AGRR companies:
38 percent
of automotive glass
companies only
operate on the road.

Both mobile and physical:
58 percent

In-Shop Only:
4 percent

of AGRR companies
do both mobile and
in-shop work.

of AGRR
companies.

Source: AGRR™ magazine

“We don’t promote mobile work,”
she explains. “A very slim amount of our
work is done mobile. There is no wind
inside the shop and we aren’t dealing
with the elements. We also have more
tools available. We just have more options and more hands and a better controlled environment in the shop.”
And the unpredictability and effects
of the weather are among the biggest
hindrances to mobile work.
Estrada says that on the rare occasion when her company does a mobile
job, it’s in the morning when it is cooler
outside. Her technicians try to create
the most optimal environment, including a flat surface free of weather elements. If a driveway is on a hill and
they have to park in the street, it just
isn’t the best environment, she says.
“You’re just not going to get the
same quality in the field as you do in
the shop,” Estrada says.

Yes, Estrada says her company usually will offer mobile service for the
customers who really need it, such as
an older couple.
“When we do it, we try to create the
best environment and take all factors
such as weather and possible containments into account. In the winter, when
it’s really cold, it just isn’t safe to do installations outside for many companies,” she notes. “We strive to create the
best environment for the tech and quality and in-shop is just the most ideal. We
want to give them the tools they need to
do the best job they can.”
Lance Spitler, owner of Packerland
Auto Glass in Rice Lake, Wis., embraces
mobile installations and repairs.
Spitler’s business trajectory is typical of many mobile shops—start mobile-only with the goal of having a
shop, grow and once you can, re-evaluate and say “why?”

explains. “I do some headlight restoration,
but I don’t push it … I don’t see myself
having a physical location anytime soon.
I’d have to offer a bunch of other services.
It would give me a headache.”
After doing some research into opening
his own business, Rob Shanks also decided
to go mobile and settled down in Hudson,
Fla. He named his shop Auto Glass EMT.
“I got to a point in my life where I felt
I was ready to try on my own [after years
of working for others]. Based on my research, there were very few auto glass
companies in this area who had physical

shops so my initial idea was to come down,
open a physical shop and make things happen. Once I arrived and was getting things
going, though, I learned why most people
do not have actual shops and plans
changed. As an auto glass company here,
our service area is so large that having a
physical location would not obtain enough
business to offset the overhead. So instead
of shop overhead, we exchange that for
fuel money and are able to service a much
larger area and really keep happy customers
who are not inconvenienced by having to
go into a shop.”

www.agrrmag.com

“When I opened my business I
thought perhaps in five years I would
have an actual shop; however, it didn’t
take me long to ask why? Even when I
was working with the big shops, I was
almost always a mobile tech. So I figure
why rent and hire someone to man the
shop on top of utilities, etc.?” he says.
Low overhead is the main advantage
to field work. “Not having to pay rent or
utilities or have staff is huge,” he notes.
“When I opened my doors (my van
doors) in September 2007, I told my
wife that in five years I would love to
have a physical location. ‘Why?’ she
asked. She owns a beauty salon and
forks out about $1,400 a month for
rent. If you have a shop, obviously, you
have to have someone there. I hate
when I arrive at a car lot to do a job and
the owner isn’t there (it happens all the
continued on page 16

One-Man, Two-Man
Keeping overhead down is a big part of
any company, but especially for mobile
technicians. One area of debate is whether
it’s better to do two-man sets or one-man
sets to save money.
Paull falls on the side in favor of oneman installations.
“A lot of companies do not utilize some
of the tools available,” Paull points out.
“They might have a physical location with
some mobile work offered. Most of the time
continued on page 16
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physical location that people drive by
all day, every day is a huge disadvantage. I am in a small city and everyone
knows where McDonalds and the mall
are. It matters, no doubting that. I just
can’t imagine having to pay $1,500 to
$2,500 a month for a brick-and-mortar
location, and to be quite honest, I am
as busy as I want to be right now.”

CEO Take
“Mobile services make sense,” says
Eddie Cheskis, CEO of Glass America,
a Boyd Group subsidiary.
“Mobile service has been in place
for many decades,” he explains. “Millions of windshields have, in a safe and
quality manner, been repaired and replaced and this continues on to today.”

Glass America offers both in-shop and
mobile services.
Field work has been around for years
and is an important part of Jacksonville,
Fla.-based Lee & Cates business model,
according to company president Tom
Lee. His company offers both mobile
and in-shop AGRR services.
“First, you must remember that I
love being a mobile company and I
hope I am until the day I die,” says Lee.
He notes that “I will go to my grave
knowing that you can do a much more
complete and efficient job of installing
a windshield inside your shop. Everything to do it right is within a few steps
of you during installation in a controlled environment.”
But there are benefits to being mobile, he adds.
“First, I think mobile jobs are 100percent customer service driven. In
today’s world of ‘why can’t my phone do
this?’ we need to be willing to go to the
customer wherever they choose to be at
that moment (if they will at least park
their car long enough for the installation
and cure time),” Lee explains.
“Mobile work adds to the perception that we are completely customerdriven. It gives you a much broader
territory, but is only lower cost to the
company owners not supporting a
brick-and- mortar storefront for their
business,” he adds.
The mobile-only business model
also makes entry into this business

All Mobile, All Day continued from page 15
they send two techs on the mobile work.
Everyone who works for me uses one-man
set tools. It’s a very simple tool and allows
me to keep costs down. A lot of my competitors send two guys out there on mobile jobs and are paying twice the salary.”
Shanks, on the other hand, is a believer in two-man sets.
“My other installer and I both have a
helper, so we have two men on every
job,” he says.
Two-man sets is also the way to go for
Woodall.
“A lot of bigger companies use just one
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person to do most of the work. I always
have a co-worker who goes with me. We
work together every day. It’s hard to answer the phone and also do a replacement,
so having two guys working helps us to
concentrate on what we are doing,” explains Woodall.

When It Rains It Pours
By and far the biggest challenge for mobile technicians is dealing with the
weather. Whether they are based in sunny,
but rainy, Florida, or in Wisconsin where
the temperature plummets, weather is al-
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continued from page 15

Being mobile-only Spitler rents a storage unit to house his inventory as it
comes in. He stops by it each morning to stock up his van.
time). I believe it to be unprofessional.
So I would have to hire someone to
man the shop, answer the phones, etc.”
Slow days mean more free time, he
points out.
“One thing I love about slow days is
wrapping that third job up by noon
and heading to the woods for some
hunting or to the lake for some finishing. And I can answer my phone while
fishing, book a job and then do a little
happy dance because I just booked a
job while fishing,” says Spitler.
For Spitler, too, weather is the
biggest disadvantage, but lack of brand
awareness follows closely.
“The elements, including the rain,
cold and even wind, can all be detrimental” he explains. “Not having a

+

ways top of mind.
“In Wisconsin, we just had the coldest
winter on record, followed up by a very wet
spring,” says Spitler. “Most of my customers will have a garage or some kind of
cover; however, I will have a day where it
is pouring rain and six of my seven installations have no cover. My next two days are
booked up so it is hard to reschedule these
jobs and it almost always means I will be
working on Saturday. Also, when it is 20degrees below 0’ Fahrenheit, most of my
customers don’t mind waiting for it to
warm up a little.”
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Dependent upon the
weather, rain, heat, cold, etc.

Wider
territory

More
possible
containments,
pollen,
sand, etc.

More
free time
between
jobs

Replacing
incorrect or
forgotten
materials is
difficult

More difficult to
ascertain proper
cure time

much easier, Lee highlights, which can
be both a good and bad thing.
On the good side, he says it opens
the door for entrepreneurs starting a
business.
“Mobile gives you the opportunity
to have a much wider timetable for installation—such as 8 a.m. to 12 p.m.
and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. scenarios,” he
points out.
On the negative side, there are “flyby-night” operations that don’t focus
on quality installations, he points out.
Echoing others, Lee says weather can
be concerning for mobile technicians.
“This is especially true here in
Florida in summer with our seemingly
every afternoon thunderstorms,” Lee
points out. “If you are in-shop and it

takes two installers for a job, the second man can be doing other things
until he is needed. Cure time is always
agreed to by the customer, but if it’s a
mobile job, what if a lunch comes up
or the customer has to leave early and
they need the car? What will stop them
from driving the vehicle?”
And customers do not pay more for
a two-man installation when you have
to dispatch two, nor rising fuel costs
nor travel time, he highlights.
“Meeting appointment times doing
mobile is always contingent on traffic
patterns and any issues that may
bring,” he adds. “Not enough time in
front of the customer is an issue for us
[on mobile work]. Being a full-service
glass shop we want that time to give us

In Florida, the bane of a mobile tech’s
existence is the rain.
“One thing that definitely affects us
here is the rain,” points out Shanks. “I
have tried various pop up tents and stuff
and have learned to just accept it in
Florida. I constantly watch the weather.
When rain is in the forecast, we advise
the customer while setting up the appointment that if it is raining, we will call
to reschedule unless they have a garage
or carport to accommodate us. It is definitely not easy or what I had planned
when deciding to open our own business,

but we have adapted.”
Paull’s technicians rely on their customers to provide shelter when the weather
turns nasty. But he also has a backup plan.
“I have a few clients that have body
shops or auto repair shops and I’ll flip them
$20 to use their bay. This is if I have to get
a repair or replacement done that day. I’d
rather reschedule [the job with a customer
and not use the body shop’s bay for an insurance customer]. This way my guys aren’t
on the clock that day so maybe they put in
a longer day later in the week to make it
up,” Paull says.
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Disadvantages of Mobile Installations

Less expensive and lower
overhead with no brick and
mortar location to maintain

Customer
convenience

+

the opportunity to make customers
aware of our other glass and glazing
products and services. Other than
serving the customer or meeting insurance company requirements, I cannot
find many advantages to do doing mobile repair. It costs too much to crank
up a truck with a tech in it than you get
to charge for that service.”
But again, he reiterated that offering
mobile AGRR services is something his
company will “always” do.

Technician Take
“Offering mobile services is a big
convenience for the customer, if you
can pin them down to particular locacontinued on page 18

Having a Virtual Inventory
Though renting a storage unit for inventory drop offs is advantageous with how
quickly deliveries can arrive, Spitler says
most of his stock is virtual.
“As far as stock/inventory, that is the
glory of this business … there is no need
to stock thousands of dollars in parts
(though I stock what I call my top 10),”
he says. “Being mobile-only, I do rent a
storage unit that my vendors drop off my
parts to. I rarely book a job on the same
continued on page 18
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One-Van Wonders
tion,” says K-Shard Fields, the 2012
Auto Glass Replacement Technician
Olympics gold medalist and assistant
training manager for Glasspro.
“On the road, you can also concentrate on one vehicle at a time. It’s a totally different ballgame than being in the
shop. When you’re on the road, you only
have one vehicle in front of you.”
The downside of being mobile, however, is its occasional inefficiency. “If you
need a tempered part, sometimes you
have to run some place to get it and then
run back to your customer,” he notes,
adding that a mobile technician is dependent upon the customer’s timetable.
“I often call the customer on the way
and they aren’t there and don’t pick up
the phone, but I go anyway,” Fields says.
“I still drove out to her and got to where
her car should be and no one is there.
She called and said she is on her way,
give her 15 minutes. Well, I have already
given her 25 minutes and I end up waiting another 30 minutes for her to arrive,
so now it’s like an hour. You have to
make sure you can accommodate your
customers and sometimes you have to
work late for just this reason.”
While executives at adhesive suppliers such as Novus/SRP and Dow Automotive say doing replacements indoors
is ideal, they also agree that mobile replacements can be safely done when the
adhesive manufacturer’s instructions
are properly adhered to and technicians
keep the elements in mind.
“People have gotten creative to deal
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continued from page 17

with the weather,” says David Osland,
vice president of marketing and product development at Novus. “They will
use self-service car wash bays, arrange
time at body shops and mechanic
shops and more. From an adhesive
manufacturer’s perspective, you can’t
control the weather, but you can control the environment in which you do
the replacement.”
Dale Malcolm, technical manager at
Dow Automotive Systems Aftermarket,
adds, “Ideally, technicians will be working in a controlled environment that is
heated in winter and air conditioned in
summer. But being under ideal conditions doesn’t automatically generate perfect installations. You can have the best
conditions possible and it doesn’t guarantee the best work. It’s up to the tech to
guarantee the best work [whether inshop or mobile]. It’s up to the company
to give techs the backing they need to ensure conditions are appropriate to do a
job. Don’t send a guy out in the rain and
expect the best work.”
(For more specifics on handling adhesion in the lack of a controlled environment see the Weather or Not sidebar).

What Do the
Standards Say?
When it boils down to it, the AGRSS
Standard™ and Repair of Laminated
Automotive Glass Standard™ (ROLAGS) do not specifically mention anything about mobile work or in-shop
work. However, they do address the

conditions needed to do the job right.
According to ROLAGS, to ensure the
best possible repair, the technician shall
do the following (ANSI/NWRA/ROLAGS™, 8.1):
1. Inspect the damage from both inside and outside the glass to determine if the damage is repairable (see
clauses 6 and 7);
2. Remove moisture, dirt, foreign matter, loose glass and contamination
from the damaged area;
3. If the temperature of the glass is outside the recommended range, cool
or warm the glass accordingly;
4. Access the damage through probing
or drilling;
5. Protect the resin from premature
curing;
6. Remove the air from the break, either by vacuum or displacement,
and fill the void with resin;
7. Properly perform pit filling and
resin curing;
8. Finish the repair to be flush with the
glass;
9. Inspect the finished repair.
The repair Standard also discusses
containments and more in its section on “Inspection of the Repair
Quality
by
the
Technician”
(ANSI/NWRA/ROLAGS™, 9):
• The repair shall be inspected visually from the driver’s position within
the vehicle.
• The repair should be free of significontinued on page 20

All Mobile, All Day continued from page 17
day as a call, I am almost always booking
jobs two to four days in advance. I personally don’t like to do more than six
windshields a day. But seven to nine jobs
a day is not uncommon. So it is very simple to call my vendor when a job is booked
and order the part. I start my day by driving to my storage unit and loading up my
parts and materials for the day. I might
also pull one or two parts for the next
day’s morning jobs.”
With so many types of vehicles out
there, Woodall says ordering the right
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parts is vital.
“We do about 30 to 45 windows a week.
I am right near the University of Iowa, so
we get a lot of work. Usually, we schedule
customers for the next day unless the person already has the glass for some reason.
We need at least a day to ensure we have
the right part. As for repairs, if I’m close to
where the call comes in from, I’ll try to do
it that same day,” Woodall says.
Paull says most customers are understanding that his company cannot usually
accommodate same-day replacements.

>

“I don’t stock glass. It boils down to
how soon I can get my hands on the glass.
The closest vendor is two hours away. They
do come twice a day … once in the morning and again in the evening. If it’s a tempered part, I can always run it out myself
if I can get it that day.”
Ultimately, the mobile-only company
owners interviewed say by focusing on
quality, taking the elements into account
and treating their customers right, they
have found success and see no need for
physical location.
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“Weather” or Not to Go Mobile
A safe mobile automotive glass replacement begins from the first point of
contact with the customer, according to
Dale Malcolm, technical manager at Dow
Automotive Systems, Aftermarket.
“During the initial customer contact,
it’s important to address the proper
drive-away time with people. Be right up
front about it. If it takes an hour tell
them this. It should be addressed with
the vehicle owner at the time of sale,”
Malcolm explains.
It’s up to the industry to ensure the
customer is educated.
“Hang a tag on the rear-view mirror
telling the customer of safe drive-away
time, or put it on the steering wheel. If
it’s four hours, write this down and put
the date and time the vehicle is safe to
drive on there. If it should not be driven
until 5 p.m., tell the customer,” he says.
If you go to a mechanic or a car dealership for work on a car, chances are you,
as a customer, signed something regarding the work that was being done. The
AGRR industry should follow the same
principles, Malcolm says. Get the customer to sign off that they are away of
when the vehicle is safe to drive.
“If you follow the proper manufacturer
instructions and times, a mobile installation can be fine,” he explains. “We
have a wide array of products. We do
make some slower curing, less expensive

www.agrrmag.com

products. These can be used safely but
you must wait the proper amount of
time. The minimum drive-away time is
the sexy part of the product.”
“There are a variety of different
products in the marketplace,” says
David Osland, vice president of marketing and product development at Novus.
“Know the temperature limitations of
your product. Some are not rated to use
by the manufacturer if it’s dry. Some
primers you can use until about 0’ degrees Fahrenheit and some adhesives
will stop curing in the cold.”
A technician needs to keep in mind
the weather, pollen, dust—even birds
flying over—as potential containments,
advise both Malcom and Osland.
“Mobile technicians should consider
cleaning and preparing the windshield
and then putting it back in their van or
flipping it upside down until they ready
to put it in,” Malcolm says. “I remember
one instance we were working on a car
and mist was blowing our way. It was
some kind of exhaust. We had to move
the vehicle to a better location.”
Osland adds, “Pulling the glass out
of the condition it is stored in inside
the van or shop and exposing it to the
outside elements can lead to condensation or fogging. If you pull a cold
piece of glass out of the van and it’s
hot and humid, you will get condensa-

tion. In winter, if you take a warmer
glass piece out and bring it outside,
condensation and frost can build up.
As soon as your glass gets wet you
have to do things to make sure condensation is completely gone before
applying primer or adhesives. You have
to acclimate the glass to the temperature outside. Using a heat gun could
make it worse. Take the glass out early
and let it acclimate. If a mobile application, get it out of the van as soon
as possible and let it sit while taking
the cowling and mouldings off. Let the
glass get used to the temperature.”
As for weather, sudden rainstorms can
appear.
“Find a safe harbor in the storm,”
Osland points out.
“I’ve suggested mobile technicians
use self-service car washes for years,”
Malcolm says.
Novus recommends using an adhesive
that has the fastest drive-away time a
company can afford.
“We work as hard as we can [as a manufacturer] to make the process as simple
as possible and as robust as possible. As
you get simpler systems, each of the remaining steps in the process become
more critical. It’s still in the hands of the
person doing the work to make sure they
follow the manufacturer’s instructions,”
Malcolm concludes.
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One-Van Wonders
cant light scatter, dirt, road contaminants, air pockets, and other optical defects that may affect the
proper operation of the vehicle.
• The finished pit should not be larger
than 3⁄8 inch (9 mm) and is limited to 3⁄16
inch (5 mm) in the Driver’s Primary
Viewing Area (DPVA) (see 5.4).
• The repair should not interfere with
the normal operation of the windshield wipers.
The standard also includes new testing protocols to better evaluate how repaired pieces of laminated glass perform
under varying temperature changes and
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continued from page 18

more. To view the full standard for guidance, visit http://bit.ly/1lVuRcw.
The AGRSS Standard™ also offers
some performance-based guidance.
Under “6. Installation Standards – Adhesive Bonded,” the standard reads:
“Those engaged in automotive glass replacement shall follow the adhesive
manufacturer’s application instructions
as provided by the manufacturer directly, or through the private labeler. All
in-shop or mobile installations shall be
performed under environmental and
other conditions that are compatible
with the application instructions …”

“When those engaged in automotive glass replacement correct inappropriate glass installations, they shall
remove any inappropriate materials
that would compromise the retention
system. They shall fully correct any adverse glass installation related condition(s) caused by the use of
inappropriate materials or methods,
and they shall use appropriate methods described elsewhere within Section 5 of this document.”
To read the full AGRSS Standard ™
guidance, visit http://bit.ly/Vu8Et5.

Mobile Quality vs. Quantity

Gas Thirsty
The fluctuating cost of gas is an ongoing expense mobile-only AGRR companies know too well. The expansive
territories they drive each day eat up quite a bit of gas.
One of the best ways to keep the cost of gas as low as
possible is by mapping out each day in advance.
“I try to plan jobs as close together as I can,” says
Collin Woodall, a Novus Glass franchisee based in Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. “I serve four large counties in Iowa, so I
plan it out as much as I can. It’s also important to have
the right tools when you leave for the morning. You have
to rely on your knowledge.”
His team will spend one day in one area and move onto
another county or area the next day.
Lance Spitler, who owns Packerland Auto Glass in Rice Lake, Wis., says the price
of gas is a necessary evil.
“I advertise free mobile service, so I can’t add a fuel surcharge to an invoice;
however, it is not hard to simply raise your prices when fuel price goes up,” Spitler
explains. “I actually rarely look at gas prices, I look at it like my credit card machine. It is a necessary evil. So when my gas light goes on, I stop at the next station and fill up. I currently drive a 2009 Ford E-250 and get about 14 mpg. I fill
up about every other day and it costs around $100 every time. I rarely look at the
price per gallon, but I will when it starts costing $110 and up per tank. I get
pretty used to the up and down in fuel costs.”
Alan Paull, a Novus Glass franchisee based in Wilmington, N.C., says he is
spending $220 to $270 on gas each week. A way he keeps down on his overhead
is by focusing on one-man sets. His technicians use Lil Buddy to do a job, which
means he isn’t paying twice the salary per van.
Focusing on quality and getting the job done right the first time can also save
on gas, he stresses.
“If there is a leak, we have to go back out there on our dime to fix it. If you
need to do a second trip you are burning fuel and paying the salary of the tech
to do the job again the right way this time. He should have done it right the first
time. By not rushing my techs and telling them to take their time, this saves me
money in the long run,” Paull says.
Paull’s techs generally do four or five replacements a day.
Editor’s Note: What do you do to save on gas? Please email your tips to
jreed@glass.com to be included in a future article.
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If you do good quality work, you will
get business, it’s as simple as that, according to Collin Woodall, a Novus Glass
franchisee in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, who
covers four counties and is mobile-only.
“Word of mouth is the best advertising. It’s better than just hearing about a
company on TV. We concentrate on
quality,” he says.
“Doing the job right takes time,” says
Alan Paull, a Novus Glass franchisee
based in Wilmington, N.C., and also mobile-only. “I tell my techs I want quality
work not quantity. … One guy can do
four or five installs properly a day, not
seven, eight or nine without some bad
habits. I don’t put pressure on the techs
and I’m thrilled with four or five.”
Another important area to stress
quality is in the vans the technicians
drive, says Paull.
“With mobile, appearance is the key
thing. My service vans are top of the
line. The insurance industry is looking
for appearance and technicians who
can pass background checks. So quality is also important in the people you
hire,” he says.
Owners that call their mobile-only
companies a success just don’t see
the need to invest in having a shop,
at least at this moment. Though mobile-only AGRR companies sometimes get a bad rap … these guys see
it as an “honest living” and industry
officials agree mobile is around to
stay. (For more insights from mobileonly company owners, see the All
Mobile sidebar).
■
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On Location
Technicians Show Off Their Skills

F

rom Washington to Montana to
New Jersey and even the United
Kingdom, automotive glass repair and replacement technicians are
hard at work. In this special feature,
AGRR™ magazine offered technicians
a chance to show off their skills by submitting photos.
If you would like to be included in
our next photo spread, e-mail your high
resolution photos to jreed@glass.com.

Waco, Texas
Frank Levesque instructs a group of
new franchisees at Glass Doctor
University. He is the director of
product development and technical
services for Glass Doctor.

Lacey, Washington
Clear View Auto and Window Glass’
technician Steve Hook uses a python
wire system to remove a windshield.
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United Kingdom
(Above) Tim Potter completed a repair
of a windshield (though he’d say
windscreen) chip for a customer just before it started pouring rain in Chesterfield,
United Kingdom for Auto Windscreens.
(Middle) Michelle Brown, 25, from Guildford, is one of Auto Windscreens’ two female
repair technicians and joined the company more than a year ago.
(Right) Technician Matt Cassells of Nationwide Windscreen Services, worked on a
repair in Manchester, United Kingdom.

Bozeman, Montana
Glass Doctor of Montana technician Austin Evans
slowly cuts out a windshield.

Maple Shade, N.J.
The technician team in Maple Shade, N.J., works on a
massive bus replacement job.
www.agrrmag.com

Jenna Reed is the editor of AGRR™
magazine/glassBYTEs.com™. Follow her
on LinkedIn at Jenna Reed, follow her on Twitter @agrrmagazine and like AGRR magazine on
Facebook to receive the latest updates.

◗
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Baltimore Convention Center, Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel

October 7-9, 2014
Baltimore, Maryland
www.autoglassweek.com · 540/720-5584 · info@autoglassweek.com
e all know automotive glass owners and
technicians are extremely busy, but what
better way to improve your business then
to take time to attend Auto Glass Week™ 2014 in
Baltimore. The reasons to attend are many: See the
best automotive glass repair and replacement technicians show off their skills in the Pilkington Clear
Advantage Auto Glass Technician Olympics
(AGTO) and the GlasWeld Windshield Repair
Olympics in Honor of Walt Gorman (WRO).
Learn about the latest products and ask questions of the suppliers in the Exhibition/Extravaganza, which will be held October 7-9, 2014, at the
Baltimore Convention Center.
And hear from some top-notch keynote speakers, such as Sergeant Dakota Meyer, Medal of
Honor recipient and best-selling author. Meyer is a
United States Marine Corps veteran, the recipient
of the Medal of Honor—the military’s highest honor,
and the New York Times best-selling author of “Into
the Fire: A Firsthand Account of the Most Extraordinary Battle in the Afghan War.”

W

www.agrrmag.com

Thursday’s keynote speech will come from Brian
Offenberger, a leading marketing and sales executive, who will teach attendees how their companies
can soar to the top spots on Google and other
search engines.
Would you like to compete in technician repair and
replacement competitions? The registration deadline
for contestants is August 15, and there is no onsite
registration to compete. Contestant registration
includes admission to all seminars, workshops,
social events, one ticket to the Gala Awards Reception and Ceremony, and access to the Exhibition/
Extravaganza where the competitions will be held.
The champions will be announced Thursday evening,
October 9, at the Gala Awards Reception and
Ceremony, which will be held from 5-7 p.m. at the
Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel.
Pre-registration for Auto Glass Week™ 2014 closes
September 15, 2014. Be sure to visit autoglassweek.com for more details and to register.

continued on page 26
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2014 Schedule at a Glance

Please note the schedule is tentative and subject to change; check www.autoglassweek.com for
updates. All events are held at the Baltimore Convention Center unless otherwise noted.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 6
8:00 a.m. - 10:15 a.m.

National Windshield Repair Association Board of Directors Meeting
Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel (Hotel)

8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Registration Open for Sponsors Only

10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

ROLAGSTM Standards Committee Meeting - Hotel

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Auto Glass Safety CouncilTM Board of Directors Meeting - Hotel

1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Registration Open for Attendees and Contestants

3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

AGRSS Standards Committee Meeting - Hotel

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7
7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Registration Open

7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.

Auto Glass Safety CouncilTM Marketing Committee Meeting (members only) - Hotel

7:30 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.

Auto Glass Safety CouncilTM Education Committee Meeting (members only) - Hotel

9:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Auto Glass Safety CouncilTM Member Meeting (members only) - Hotel

9:45 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

Auto Glass Technician Olympics Mandatory Contestant Meeting

11:45 a.m. - 1:15 p.m.

Windshield Repair Olympics Mandatory Contestant Meeting and ROLAGSTM Written Exam

12:00 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.

Lunch on your own

1:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Auto Glass WeekTM Opens: Joint Welcome and Industry Awards

2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Keynote: Dakota Meyer (Joint Session)

3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Auto Glass WeekTM Exhibition/Extravaganza

3:20 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

Windshield Repair Olympics Preliminary Heat

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Cocktail Party on the Show Floor

5:30 p.m. - 6:55 p.m.

Auto Glass Technician Olympics Preliminary Heat 1

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8
7:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Registration Open

8:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Auto Glass WeekTM Educational Sessions

2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Auto Glass WeekTM Exhibition/Extravaganza

3:00 p.m. - 4:10 p.m.

Windshield Repair Olympics Finals

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Silent Charity Auction on the Show Floor (final bids end at 6:45 p.m.)

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Cocktail Party on the Show Floor

5:30 p.m. - 6:55 p.m.

Auto Glass Technician Olympics Preliminary Heat 2

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 9
7:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Registration Open

8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.

Auto Glass WeekTM Educational Sessions

10:00 a.m. - 11:25 a.m.

Auto Glass Technician Olympics Finals

10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.

Auto Glass WeekTM Exhibition/Extravaganza

2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Auto Glass WeekTM Educational Sessions

5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Gala Awards Reception and Ceremony - Hotel
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Educational Sessions
Schedule is tentative and subject to change. Visit autoglassweek.com for updates.

TUESDAY, October 7

1:30 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Auto Glass Week Opens:
Joint Welcome and Industry Awards
Come for a brief welcome and overview from each of
the sponsoring organizations about their new initiatives.
The National Windshield Repair Association (NWRA)
will present its David Taylor Award, Auto Glass Safety
CouncilTM (AGSC) will award the Carl F. Tompkins
Award and WINDOW FILM magazine will present the
Window Film Industry award. Plus, you’ll get to meet
each of the contestants in all five competitions.
Speakers: David Rohlfing, AGSC; Gary Hart, IGA;
Jim Gandorf, NGA; Rich Campfield, NWRA;
Debra Levy, AGRR™ and WINDOW FILM magazines.

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday Keynote:
Medal of Honor
Recipient,
Dakota Meyer
Sergeant Dakota L. Meyer
is a United States Marine
Corps veteran, the recipient of the Medal of Honor –
the military’s highest honor,
and the New York Times
best-selling author of “Into
the Fire: A Firsthand Account of the Most Extraordinary Battle in the Afghan
War.” Meyer earned his medal for his actions during
the Battle of Ganjigal, which was part of Operation
Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan. He is the first living Marine to have received the medal since 1973
and one of the youngest. Humble and soft-spoken,
Meyer insists that he is not a hero, and that any Marine would do the same thing. He is also an entrepreneur, having founded a successful construction
company in Kentucky.

dees will also be able to view the first heat of the Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto Glass Technician
Olympics (AGTO) and the GlasWeld Windshield Repair
Olympics in Honor of Walt Gorman (WRO). Plus you
will see a replacement of the rear slider window of an
F-150 truck. The show floor will also play host to the
Welcoming Cocktail Party from 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, October 8
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
Gaining Quality Referrals

All business involves networking and studies have shown
that building your network is one of the least expensive
and most reliable ways to increase your business by
enormous dimensions. This session will explain how to
build and use a quality network to increase sales.
Instructor: Bill Lane is the owner and principal of
Arizona’s Referral Institute. He has been training and
consulting for more than 15 years. He also helped
train new employees for service positions as the major
insurance company which then grew its Arizona location from 200 to more than 2,000 people. Bill was
named BNI Arizona Member of the Year for 2012 for
his leadership and referral marketing performance.

9:00 a.m. – 9:45 a.m.
Special Session to Be Announced
At press time, we were waiting to confirm a
special session you won’t want to miss! Check
our official event website at autoglassweek.com
regularly for the news as it breaks.

3:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Exhibition/Extravaganza Open
Come visit the Auto Glass Week Exhibition/Extravaganza show floor which will be in the Baltimore Convention Center on Tuesday, October 7 – Thursday,
October 9. The Exhibition/Extravaganza gives attendees an opportunity to talk one-on-one with industry
suppliers and manufacturers to learn about the latest
products for the repair and replacement industry. Attenwww.agrrmag.com

continued on page 28
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9:45 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Break

2:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m.
New Cars, New Challenges—
What’s Coming from Detroit …

10:00 a.m. – 11:15 a.m.
… and Alabama and Tokyo, the changes not only in
The Changing Dynamics of the Industry
car design but in automotive features—driverless cars
and How It Will Affect Your AGRR Business and collision warning systems—will affect your busiAn in-depth look at how major trends are affecting our industry and the companies that operate within it. The use
and quality of aftermarket and OE glass, the amount of
business being directed through consumers and insurance as well as the influence of collision repair and other
new types of companies that enter the automotive glass
business will all be discussed in this very informative and
thought-provoking session.
Speaker: Bill George is the director of marketing for
NSG Pilkington. He helps develop, shape and execute
Pilkington’s strategic plans and works with key customers. He also helps develop the launch and management of new products in the automotive glass arena
and oversees the management of Pilkington Classics
division as well as the AGRNA e-business programs.

11:15 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.
Break
11:30 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
A Look at the New AGRR Standards
Both of North America’s major automotive glass standards, the Repair of Laminated Auto Glass (ROLAGS™) Standard for windshield repair and the
Automotive Glass Replacement Safety Standard
(AGRSS™) for automotive glass replacement were
changed and updated this year. Come and learn
what’s changed and how it will affect your everyday
business.
Panelists: Bob Beranek, chair of the AGSC AGRSS
Standards Committee; Penny Ouellette, chief auditor
for the AGSC validation program; Keith Beveridge,
chair and Penny Chatterton, co-chair of the NWRA
Repair of Laminated Auto Glass Standard committee.

12:00 p.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Lunch on Your Own
1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Windshield Repairs as a Profit Center
Some glass shops embrace repair grudgingly, believing it pulls dollars from the bottom line. In reality, repair
can be an extremely profitable, low stress high-yield
part of your business if you develop it properly. This
special session designed by the National Windshield
Repair Association (NWRA) will show you how to
manage a profitable repair program as well as the importance of quality.
Moderators: Rich Campfield, president of the
National Windshield Repair Association, and Rick
Zirbes, president of Dick’s and Rick’s Auto Interiors.
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ness in the future. Come see what challenges will affect installations in the coming years and what
challenges will affect your shop for years to come.
Instructor: Mitch Becker, is director of training for
ABRA Auto Body & Glass. He is an AGSC-certified
master technician and an I-CAR certified instructor
who was named I-CAR' s North Central Regional
Instructor of the Year. He is also a member of the
AGSC AGRSS Standards Committee.

2:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Exhibition/Extravaganza Open
Day two includes the GlasWeld Windshield Repair
Olympics in Honor of Walt Gorman (WRO) finals and
heat two of the Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto Glass
Technician Olympics (AGTO) as well as a demonstration
of the installation of an EZ-KOOL® windshield. The show
floor will also play host to the Silent Charity Auction from
5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. (final bids will be taken at 6:45 p.m.)
and the Cocktail Party from 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, October 9
8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
Weather—or Not—And How It
Affects Your Profits

Weather is a key factor and opportunity for the automotive glass industry. Yet it is totally uncontrollable
and never fully predictable. This session by a noted
meteorologist and corporate weather consultant will
explain what to expect from Mother Nature in the next
24 months throughout North America and how to be
ready for whatever she throws at you. Large corporate glass companies pay thousands of dollars a year
for weather forecasting and predictions. Here’s your
chance to get the data you’ll need for the coming year.

8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m.
Insider’s Secrets to Making Money with
Social Media
Sure, social media is all the rage and EVERYONE
tells you that you have to be on Facebook. But are
you convinced that you’re getting the maximum return
on investment from social media? Are you finding it
more challenging to improve your social media marketing effectiveness?
This “no theory, no hype” approach gives you the
straight truth about improving your ROI with social media.
His fast-paced sessions are highly informative, practical
and entertaining. If profitably growing your business is
your objective, then this is a must-attend session for you.
In this money making session you’ll discover:
www.agrrmag.com
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• The seven most common social media marketing
mistakes to avoid.
• Proven ways to identify new sales opportunities
via social media.
• Six key metrics to monitor to improve social media
ROI.
• Innovative ways to drive relevant traffic to your
website.
• Three effective processes to convert social media
followers into customers.
• Secrets smALL businesses can use to manage
social media.
• High impact free and do-it-yourself tools and
resources for social media marketing.
Instructor: Brian Offenberger, one of America’s
leading marketing and sales keynote speakers.
For more information on Brian see below.

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Legal Issues in the Auto Glass Industry
New legislation in Connecticut, as well as established legislation in South Carolina and Florida, is
aimed at the automotive glass industry specifically.
A number of collision repair suits that have implica-
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tion for our industry have also been filed. Come
learn what’s going on in the battle for Connecticut’s
business as well as legal and legislative initiatives
in other states.
Moderator: Stuart Zimmerman, a former journalist
and attorney/advisor for the U.S. Department of
Justice, who currently works as an Information
Technology Consultant. Zimmerman holds a law
degree from George Washington University and an
MBA from the Wharton School of Business.
Panelists: John Wisniewski, president of Payless
Auto Glass; Jim Amann, founder/president,
International Government Strategies; Mark Vece,
president, Curved Glass Distribution; Mario
Ercolini, general manager/branch operations for
Wholesale Glass Distributors.

10:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m.
Exhibition/Extravaganza Open
Be sure to capitalize on the final show day to network and meet with current and potential suppliers.
While on the floor you’ll also be able to watch the
Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto Glass Technician
Olympics (AGTO) finals.

2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
Thursday Keynote: How to Get Top Search Engine Rankings in Your Local Market
With nine out of 10 consumers
using search engines to make
a purchase, top search engine
rankings in your local market
are of prime importance. In this
high-impact one hour session,
you’ll discover how your company can soar to the top spots
on Google and other search
engines. Ideal for local shops or regional sellers,
this session shows you:
• A five-step process to get top search engine
rankings in local markets.
• How to dominate Google maps.
• Four easy ways to get more positive online
reviews.
• Specific free or low cost actions anyone can
take for higher local market search engine
rankings.
Offenberger’s material was voted by marketing
pros as one of the top sources for search rankings
tips in the country! Get his practical advice any
shop can follow for more leads and sales. He will
also discuss website traffic that doesn’t turn into
leads or sales are simply missed opportunities. He
will review sites live and give feedback on the
changes that could be made to generate more
www.agrrmag.com

leads and more sales. Whether you submit your
site for review or just sit back and watch while other
sites are analyzed, expect to get actionable tips
you can use right away!
Instructor: Brian Offenberger, one of America’s
leading marketing and sales keynote speakers.
First on "Online Marketing with RSS Ray"
(wsRadio.com 2006-2011), and for the past seven
years as a keynote speaker, Offenberger’s
combination of no bull honesty and big ideas have
garnered him top speaker reviews. In winter 2014,
this same combination will be on display in his
book, "Salesperson 3.0: The New Rules of Selling."
In addition to his radio show—voted as the
world' s third best source for search marketing information—Offenberger owns Right On—No Bull
Marketing, a digital marketing agency, and NJL
Sales Training, a salesperson performance
accelerator.
Since 2007, nearly 98 percent of every company
and organization that has hired Offenberger as a
keynote speaker has also hired him for repeat engagements. His speaking and workshop services
have been used by Toyota Dealers Association,
SEMA, ARMO, AIIM, RSPA, Casual Living
Magazine, and many others.
continued on page 30
July/August 2014 AGRR
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Let the Competitions Begin

Competitions Showcasing
the Best of the Best

Every contestant MUST fill out the biographical questionnaire following their successful registration in order to
ensure their spot in the competition is secured. Contestants who do not fill out the biographical questionnaire will
be added to the waiting list. You can find this form by visiting www.autoglassweek.com/agto_contestant_bio.php.

The Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto Glass Technician
Olympics (AGTO) will be held October 7-9 and the
GlasWeld Windshield Repair Olympics in Honor of
Walt Gorman (WRO) will be held October 7-8 at the
Baltimore Convention Center. The champions will be
crowned at the Gala Awards Reception and Ceremony The Champion’s Company
on Thursday, October 9 from 5:00 – 7:00 p.m. at the is Awarded:
• Extensive media coverage and press releases
Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel.
sent on behalf of the champion’s company;
• Use of the AGTO Winner logo on stationery,
business cards and advertising for one year;
• Use of the 2014 Pilkington Clear Advantage Auto
Glass Technician Olympics logo for an unlimited
time; and
• A congratulations ad and coverage of the victor
and his/her company will appear in AGRR™
magazine.

Pilkington Clear Advantage
Auto Glass Technician
Olympics (AGTO)

For Our Top Medalists

The first-place winner will receive $10,000, a gold
medal and trophy, as well as bragging rights as the
“World’s Best Auto Glass Technician.” Second place
will receive $1,000 as well as a silver medal, and third
Now in its ninth year, the Pilking- place will receive $500 and a bronze medal.
ton Clear Advantage Auto Glass
™
Technician Olympics (AGTO) provides the opportunity for technicians from around the world to
compete by replacing a damaged
glass part. Industry veterans
judge the contestants’ replacements as well as their procedures, safety, cleanliness and customer interaction. It
is also a chance to learn from other professionals, execute safe, quality installations, pick up innovative
techniques and of course compete for the chance to
hold the title of “World’s Best Auto Glass Technician.” The GlasWeld Windshield

In Order to Compete

You must be currently employed as a technician in a
bona fide automotive glass company, you must have
at least one year of experience as a technician in the
automotive glass industry and you must follow the
current AGRSS Standard TM in order to compete.
Please note that there will be a cap on the number of
contestants and spaces are given on a first-come,
first-served basis, so be sure to register early. Owners or managers of supplier companies may not
compete themselves. The registration deadline for
contestants is Friday, August 15. No registrations
will be accepted after this date or onsite. Register online at www.autoglassweek.com.
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Repair Olympics in Honor of
Walt Gorman (WRO)

Entering its ninth year, the WRO is
an opportunity for technicians from
around the world to compete by repairing a vehicle’s glass part. Industry veterans judge the
contestants’ repairs as well as their
procedures, safety, cleanliness and
customer interaction. This event
provides the opportunity for contestants to learn from other professionals, execute safe,
quality automotive glass repair, pick up innovative techniques and, of course, compete for the chance to hold
the title of “World’s Best Windshield Repair Technician.”
www.agrrmag.com
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About Our Namesake

Walt Gorman, an industry icon, was
the owner of A-1 Windshield Doctor
in Seekonk, Mass., and an AGRR™
columnist. He shared nearly 20 years
of his life with the automotive glass
repair industry until his death in 2006.
Gorman also served on the National
Windshield Repair Association
(NWRA) board of directors for ten years and was one
of the association’s founders.

In Order to Compete

You must be currently employed as a technician in a
bona fide operating automotive glass repair company
and you must have at least one year of experience as a
repair technician in the automotive glass industry in
order to compete. Please note that there will be a cap on
the number of contestants and spaces are given on a
first-come, first-served basis, so be sure to register early.
Owners or managers of supplier companies may not
compete themselves. The registration deadline for
contestants is Friday, August 15. No registrations will
be accepted after this date or onsite. Register online at
www.autoglassweek.com.
Every contestant MUST fill out the biographical questionnaire following their successful registration in order to
ensure their spot in the competition is secured. Contestants who do not fill out the biographical questionnaire
will be added to the waiting list. You can find this form
by visiting http://www.autoglassweek.com/wro_contestant_bio.php.
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The Champion’s Company
is Awarded:

• Extensive media coverage and press releases
sent on behalf of the champion’s company;
• Use of the WRO Winner logo on stationery, business cards and advertising for one year;
• Use of the 2014 GlasWeld Windshield Repair
Olympics in Honor of Walt Gorman logo for
an unlimited time; and
• A congratulations ad and coverage of the victor
and his/her company will appear in AGRR™
magazine.

For Our Top Medalists

The first-place winner will receive $10,000, a gold
medal and trophy, as well as bragging rights as the
“World’s Best Windshield Repair Technician.” Second
place will receive $1,000 as well as a silver medal, and
third place will receive $500 and a bronze medal.

Accreditation Training and Testing
Thursday, October 9

Are you an automotive glass technician who wishes to
become an accredited professional? Automotive glass
technicians who seek to become Auto Glass Safety
Council™ (AGSC) Accredited Automotive Glass Technicians can sign up for this one-day, fast-track program
to help become even more established in the trade.
Your registration for this program will include a twohour installer education and test prep class, followed by
admission to the Auto Glass Week™ trade show floor
on Thursday to watch the Auto Glass Technician
Olympic Finals and visit with fellow attendees and
Sponsors. After the show, you may sit for the AGSC
Technician Accreditation examination at no additional
charge. The two-hour educational session and test
prep course will cover knowledge in OSHA regulations,
all types of automotive glass replacement, NAGS and
custom cut laminated glass parts, which will help in taking the examination. The AGSC Auto Glass Techniwww.agrrmag.com

cian Certification examination consists of 70 multiple
choice questions. Companies may register their
technicians for this course
including the examination
for free if they are AGSC Registered Member Companies. Non-AGSC Registered Companies may attend
the training and take the exam for
only $49. If a Non-AGSC Regis- 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Training
tered Member Company wishes to
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
become a Registered Member
Visit the Show
Company the $49 fee will be cred- 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
ited toward the total AGSC regisExamination
tration fee. To secure your seat for
this Technician Training, see the registration form in the
back of this brochure or visit www.agsc.org/baltimore.
Registration for the AGSC Technician Training in
Baltimore ends on September 15.
■
July/August 2014 AGRR
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Here Comes A
the Sun
A Day in the Life
of a Repair Technician
“Because the windshield has
been sitting in the sun, it’s
very hot. This [opening the
windows and turning on the
defroster] cools the
windshield down and makes
m y r e p a i r g o m o r e s m o o t h l y. ”
—John McAuley
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t about 9 a.m., John McAuley
grabs his wide-brimmed khaki
hat, fills his large plastic cup
with plenty of ice and a diet coke, locks
the door and heads to the office.
He doesn’t have to go far.
The 65-year old’s office is actually
just steps away from his home and remains close to him no matter what.
That’s because McAuley’s office is a big
white pickup truck that he uses to perform mobile glass repair, all day long.
McAuley has owned a SuperGlass
Windshield Repair franchise in St. Petersburg, Fla., for nearly six years. He
has two employees who together cover
four counties and complete about 75
repair jobs a week—all of it on the road.
One St. Petersburg employee is full time
and the other is a contractor. Each technician does about 10 to 14 jobs a day.
He also recently scooped up the Birmingham, Ala., franchisee rights, which he
thought of as good deal because it
brought in airport business. Although his
Florida franchisee is close to Tampa, Fla.,
the Tampa airport isn’t a part of his territory. Another franchisee covers that area.
He has one full-time employee for it.
Before opening the business, McAuley
spent 33 years in the auto business working for the kinds of companies that are
now his customers—dealerships, used
car lots and auto auction houses. He uses
the knowledge he gained managing
those businesses to “work on the other

www.agrrmag.com
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An insurance customer out in the
side” and provide, rather than purchase,
same area is in need of windshield rewindshield and glass repair services.
pair as well. Though she hasn’t answered
her phone, McAuley decides to drive
Life on the Road
Quick with a grin, McAuley clearly over to the house to see if she is home.
His franchise agreement covers four
takes great pride in his work. On this
particularly sweltering Florida day, he’s counties, so he tries to schedule as
off to visit his first client—a used car many jobs close together. The cost of
dealership. The dealer has a customer gas is the enemy and being able to save
from Orlando on his way to pick up his miles helps.
“Let’s try to visit her to make this
new SUV. McAuley’s here to fix the chip
in the windshield before the new ride out here a bit more profitable,” he
owner takes delivery.
says. But it is not to be. He pulls up to
McAuley’s 33 years in the auto services the house and rings the doorbell hoparena has left him with a soft spot for his ing she will answer. But she does not.
dealer clients so he likes to handle their
“It was worth a try,” he says on his
glass repair needs personally. Once he way to the next stop, another dealerpulls up to the 2011 Jeep Grand Cherokee ship. “It was sort of on the way.”
McAuley’s next stop is no sure thing
on the dealer’s lot, he inspects the chip,
either and it’s about an hour away. He
pulls out his tools and gets to work.
He drills a small hole in the chip and asks permission to walk the dealervacuums it out. Next up, he puts in the ship’s lot and check for glass damage.
resin, being sure it fills out any legs of He finds a candidate and quickly gains
the chip. Once he is satisfied the break approval to do the work.
is properly filled, he uses a curing lamp
This is probably the hottest part of
to set the resin. Finally, he polishes the long, uber-sunny Florida day, yet
spot until it looks as close to pre-break McAuley walks the burning blackcondition as he feels possible. He’s sat- topped lot with gusto. He checks for
isfied, writes up the bill and goes to glass damage and keeps an eye out for
headlights that might need to be rechat with the dealer.
And that’s McAuley’s favorite part of stored. While this isn’t a big part of his
the job—meeting the people and learn- business, he does do some headlight
ing about them, hearing their stories. He restoration on many later-model vehiclearly has been working with this dealer cles. It just isn’t worth his time to proand the affection hidden beneath a tor- vide the service on older cars, he says.
rent of good-natured ribbing is obvious.
Once he gets the 2012 Impala with

www.agrrmag.com

the damaged windshield into position
near his truck, he rolls down the windows and turns on the defroster to help
cool the glass down.
“Because the windshield has been
sitting in the sun, it’s very hot. This
cools the windshield down and makes
my repair go more smoothly,” he explains, as he quickly finishes the repair.
Then it’s back on the road to the next
dealership. This dealership is one of
McAuley’s favorite, because they sell
luxury models and rarely turn down an
offer to repair glass on their cars. He
does one job before moving on.
McAuley concludes his day by servicing an insurance customer who purchased a Nissan Sentra for his wife a few
days back. The customer didn’t notice
the chip in the windshield until his wife
pointed it out and the dealership referred him to his insurer—and to
McAuley.
While working on the vehicle,
McAuley carries on a conversation with
the customer, ever-so-gently weaving
questions into his explanation of the
windshield repair process. McAuley
learns about the customer’s mother and
her health problems, his kids, and even
his dog. There’s no doubt he relishes the
interaction as the best part of the job.
McAuley averages about four jobs that
day, starting about 9 a.m. and wrapping
continued on page 34
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(Left) Playing with razors. On a scorching summer day John McAuley uses a razor to smooth down one of his
repairs. (Center) Drilling to fill. SuperGlass Windshield Repair franchisee McAuley carefully drills a hole in the
chip. (Right) Sucking out the air. The Floridian carefully vacuums the air out of the chip to prepare it for resin.
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continued from page 33
up just after 5 p.m. Driving between jobs third-party administrators (TPAs).”
Customer satisfaction is huge with
takes up a good part of his day, of course,
the TPAs, he points out. He sees workbut he accepts that as part of the job.
ing with them as an important part of
his business.
Business 101
“I meet a diverse group of people
While McAuley tends to concentrate
on his dealership customers and emer- doing insurance work,” he says. “For
gencies, his other two techs work with example, I got to meet a retired general. I just love meeting the people and
insurance customers.
“I’m out every day with the customers finding out their stories.”
McAuley says he has a good relaand call on several dealers a week,”
McAuley explains. “Our customers learn tionship with the TPAs and gets referthey can count on us. If we say we can’t rals for a good a bit of business. In the
repair it, it can’t be done. I know a re- car on the way to a job that day, an inspectable windshield replacement com- surance representative calls him; howpany in this area that doesn’t do repairs, ever, she is looking for someone to do a
so I’ll refer the replacement jobs to them. windshield replacement and McAuley
The replacement company will return explains this isn’t what he does.
Getting a healthy amount of referthe favor and refer the repair jobs to us.”
Though McAuley calls his dealer rals from these TPAs did not happened
clients an important segment of busi- overnight, he says. It took some time to
ness, he says, “a lot of our business build up his company’s reputation becomes from insurance companies and fore the insurers started sending busi-

©2013 Sika Corporation. All rights reserved.
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ness his way.
“With an insurance customer, I explain what they can expect before I go
to work on a chip. And we try to accommodate every customer in 48
hours,” he notes. The TPAs know he
does good work and his repairs do not
have problems, McAuley points out.
Though most of his business is automotive glass, he does do some scratch
repair and buffing on architectural glass.

When It Rains
Weather can be a windshield repairers best friend (think hail)—or its
worst enemy. And the violent late afternoon thunderstorms that crop up
suddenly in the Florida sun are in the
latter category. When this happens,
McAuley uses self-service car washes
as shelters to do the work.
While McAuley’s truck is his office
and his transportation, it’s also his
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Tools of the trade. McAuley puts his trusty tool box away in his traveling office after he is satisfied.
main method advertising. The big
white truck sports a SuperGlass Windshield Repair sign.
McAuley stresses the importance
to all his clients of saving the manufacturer seal on a windshield by repairing instead of replacing when

possible. A fact that is apparent on his
work truck, which displays the small
playful sea creature—a seal—to help
customers remember how important
the manufacturer’s seal is.
Does McAuley see retirement down
the proverbial road? No, he describes

himself as a type-A personality who
will be on the road again for many
mornings to come.
■
Jenna Reed is the editor of AGRR™
magazine/glassBYTEs.com™. She spent a
day with John McAuley on a hot day in early May.

◗

Made in America.
Used in America.
Widest range of Auto Glass Replacement
Adhesive in the market. Over 100 years of
continuous product innovation. Fully AGRSS®
compliant systems. Unparalleled customer
support and service to the field. And yes,
products made in America, and also used
by OEM’s. Make the right choice.

Stick with the leader.
For more information call
800.688.7452 or visit us online
at www.sikausa.com.

Follow us on

Silver Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2014
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nwra reports
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The Impact of Birds
by Richard Campfield

N

OT A WEEK GOES BY THESE
days without a person, animal,
object or even a bird penetrating windshields—injuring and killing
people. What is particularly alarming
is that birds—including ravens, geese
and turkeys—are penetrating the
windshield. You would think that a
windshield’s PVB would stop birds as
the impact would be dispersed energy
over a large area of the windshield, not
like a piece of concrete or metal hitting
the windshield. If you have ever been
in a wreck you know that the last few
seconds inevitably go in super slow
motion and many thoughts pass
through your mind. I will bet one of
those thoughts is, “Is this windshield
going to save me?”
We recently tested a windshield sitting outdoors. We were measuring the
temperature difference between the
frit and the middle of the windshield.
Thermal stress occurs when there is
temperature variance in different
parts of the glass. Breakage will occur

when the ability of the
glass to withstand this
stress is exceeded. When
we picked up the windshield by the center top
and center bottom a week
later, it split into two
pieces, PVB and all (see
photo below). We know
from testing many years
ago that an unrepaired
crack that exposes the PVB
for a length of time—
dependent upon climate—
will cause FMVSS 205 impact and penetration
failure (see photo at right).
But this was an undam- When a crack exposes the PVB it can lead to
aged OE windshield.
windshield penetration failure.
So, are these penetrations the result of unrepaired cracked turers should cut weight off the vehiwindshields or are windshields cle somewhere else that is not a safety
getting so cheap they are unsafe? Or device. Maybe the FMVSS 205has this been going on and we are SAE/ANSI Z.26.1 needs to be rewritonly now hearing about it because of ten. Either way I was wondering if any
the Internet? Maybe vehicle manufac- windshield manufacturers or vehicle
manufacturers out there are seeing an
opportunity here for a safer five-layer
windshield with two layers of PVB.
That would only add about 10-15
pounds of weight to the car but I sure
would want it. I would also like a safer
product to sell to my customers who
value the safety of their families over
the cheapest windshield on the market. A five-layer windshield would also
significantly increase the value of
windshield repair and send insurance
repair ratios through the roof.
■
Richard Campfield is the National
Windshield Repair Association president,
as well as the founder and president of Ultra
Bond Inc. in Grand Junction, Colo.

◗
After a week of sitting outside, this windshield split into two pieces from
thermal stress.
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WGR Reports
repair news

ASSOCIATION NEWS

f ocus

NWRA Board
Plans Ahead

REPAIR
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HE NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
Repair Association’s (NWRA)
board of directors held a
strategic planning
meeting when it met
earlier this year, and
pinpointed several
key areas of growth.
Among these, the
board decided to
work toward developing a “Trusted Repair
Technician” program
Troy Mason
that would include its
certification program.
The program also
would focus on verification that the technician is conducting
repairs appropriately
and that he is adhering to the NWRA’s
code of ethics.
Similarly,
the
Gerald Zwart
group hopes to create a grading program for windshield quality.
In addition, the board decided to
coordinate more efforts with the Auto
Glass Safety Council™ (AGSC) in the
coming year.
The association also aims to increase the number of members and
certified technicians.
Those in attendance at the meeting
were: Keith Beveridge of Novus; NWRA
president Rich Campfield of Ultra Bond
Inc. in Grand Junction, Colo.; Troy
Mason of Techna Glass; Linda Rollinson
of Superior Auto Glass of Tampa Bay Inc.
in Tarpon Springs, Fla.; Kerry Wanstrath
of Glass Technology in Durango, Colo.;
and Gerald Zwart of Clearview Windshields in Inwood, Iowa.
■

™

Baltimore Convention Center
Renaissance Baltimore
Harborplace Hotel

October 7-9, 2014
Baltimore, Maryland
www.autoglassweek.com
540/720-5584
info@autoglassweek.com

Registration Closing Soon!
Contestants must register by August 15th.
Attendees pre-registration discounts end September 15th.
July/August 2014 AGRR
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Guest Column

Dale Malcolm

dmalcolm@dow.com

Urethane Application:
More is Better ... Right?
by Dale Malcolm

V

EHICLE DESIGNERS PUT A
lot of thought into the placement and size of the adhesive
bead. When removing the moulding
and glass from a vehicle, note the
size and location of the adhesive
bead used by the vehicle manufacturer. There is usually a small channel between the bead of urethane
and the sidewall of the pinchweld.
This channel allows air and moisture
to circulate around the bead to assist
curing. In addition, the channel allows excess water to drain from the
perimeter of the glass, reducing corrosion and leaks.
The average domestic windshield requires approximately one-and-one-half
tubes of urethane for a “full-cut” installation. Many installers report using two
or even three tubes to install a windshield. It is recommended that you use
only enough adhesive to do the job correctly. Using too much adhesive creates
extra clean-up, wastes material and
time, and can affect drive-away times.
The best surface to bond new ure-

If you use too much adhesive, it can flow past the original bead and into
the contaminated, unprimed pinchweld, reducing bond strength.
thane adhesive is freshly trimmed,
uncontaminated and well-bonded
original equipment urethane. If too
much adhesive is applied, it may flow
past the original bead and into the
contaminated, unprimed pinchweld
sidewall. This may reduce bond
strength and create pockets that trap
water next to the glass and pinchweld.
Urethane drive-away times for conventional moisture-cure adhesives
(adhesives that cure from the outside

The average domestic windshield requires approximately one-and-one half
tubes of urethane for a “full-cut” replacement.
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in) depend on cured urethane bonding to the pinchweld and glass when
the vehicle is released. While a full
cure may not be required for minimum drive-away, a sufficient amount
of the urethane bead needs to be
cured to provide adequate bond
strength. If too much adhesive is used,
the bead may flow out from under the
glass to the edge of the windshield.
This slows the building of strength because the cured portion of the bead is
not supporting the windshield.
When using “push in” type mouldings, apply a small amount of additional urethane at the space between
the glass and the body. Allow the fins
on the moulding to push through the
additional adhesive, leaving an air
space/water channel around the
perimeter of the glass.
Do a safer installation and save a
little money in the process by remembering to use just enough urethane; more is not always better! ■

◗

Dale Malcolm is the technical manager at
Dow Automotive Systems Aftermarket.
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Legal

state news

STEERING

Connecticut AGRR Owners Allege Safelite’s
Still Steering Despite New Law

C

ONNECTICUT AGRR OWNERS
allege that Safelite Solutions (a
third-party automotive glass
claims administrator) “steers” consumers to Safelite AutoGlass, which
performs the automotive glass repair
and replacement work. “They [Safelite]
still try to take the job and steal the
work,” says East Coast Auto Glass
owner Paul Huot, though a
new anti-steering law has
passed in the state.
Automotive
glass
shops in Connecticut call
a recent investigative report by NBC Connecticut
(http://bit.ly/1r6UHfW ) on the new
anti-steering law in the state “fair.”
The investigative report covers the
state’s new anti-steering law for automotive glass claims. It centers on a
Connecticut resident who alleges he
was steered to Safelite AutoGlass by
Safelite Solutions.
“We are aware of the complaint from
[Steven] Petrauskas and are investigating
what took place,” according to a Safelite
statement issued to the station. “While
Safelite Solutions dedicates significant
resources in training its customer service representatives, sometimes human
error may occur and that is what we believed happened here.”
“’Human error’ or not, the NBC 30
report is very concerning because the
auto glass people of Connecticut
worked very hard to pass a law that
makes what happened illegal,” alleges
John Wisniewski, president of Payless
Auto Glass. “Public Act 13-67 (an Act
Concerning Automotive Glass Work)
ensures that third-party administrators
operating within Connecticut notify our
consumers of their right to choose and

www.agrrmag.com

says he’s heard from companies all
over the U.S.
“They must have a lot of human error
[the Safelite Solutions customer service
representatives],” claims Donna Braden,
president of Jack’s Glass in Northampton, Pa. “Isn’t it amazing it happens all
over the country over and over? ”
According to a Safelite statement
“ S a f e l i t e s h o u l d n o t about the new Connecticut law, “We support the
b e o n t h e b a c k o f section of the new law,
a n y i n s u r a n c e c a r d . ” which requires notice to
— P a u l H u o t , consumers of their right
E a s t C o a s t A u t o G l a s s to choose—we do this already. But the law goes on
tigate further on is the real reason why to say if we offer a Safelite shop, we
the Connecticut Insurance Department must also provide the name of our comstated that they do not get many con- petitor. We feel strongly this violates our
sumer complaints on this issue. Unfor- First Amendment right to free speech
tunately, when a consumer needs glass and that is why we are challenging it.”
Safelite has sued state Attorney Genreplacement in their vehicle, they call
the 800 number on the back on their in- eral George Jepsen and Thomas
surance card. Once they listen to the Leonardi, state insurance commisoptions and select the ‘glass-only dam- sioner, and asked for an injunction to
age’ prompt, they are then transferred halt enforcement. After the District
to Safelite (or any other TPA, for that Court judge decided against an immematter) automatically, the claim infor- diate injunction to halt enforcement,
mation gets taken and the appointment Safelite appealed this decision to the
gets set up,” she alleges. “They (TPAs Appellate Court. A hearing was held at
and insurance companies) have made the Appellate level in late May and a deit is so seamless for the consumer that cision has not yet been handed down.
“When PA 13-67(c)(2) is subject to
the consumer doesn’t even realize that
they could have chosen another auto the appropriate test—that announced
glass repair facility, therefore they have in Central Hudson—it becomes clear
that Safelite’s First Amendment chalnothing to complain about!”
“I just gave up,” says Huot, whose lenge is likely to succeed and that a
company is based in Hebron, Conn. preliminary injunction should issue,”
“Safelite should not be on the back of Safelite’s attorneys have argued.
On the other side of the courtroom,
any insurance card.”
Glass company owners from Penn- Connecticut’s attorney claims, “Safesylvania, New York and California are lite Solutions has been extraordinarily
making “steering” allegations, as well. effective at steering consumers to
■
NBC Connecticut reporter George Colli Safelite AutoGlass.”
that their choice is being respected.
“If the law is not being followed we
owe it to ourselves to make sure the Insurance Department knows this is
happening,” he says.
Meanwhile, Jennifer Russell Vanasse,
vice president of The Window Shop Inc.
in Plainville, Conn., says, “The only
thing I would have liked them to inves-
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the showroom
new products

TOOLS

ICE REMOVAL

Fiber Line’s New
RipSafe Now Available

New Product Tackles
Icy Windshields

RipSafe is a flexible cord made of
high strength synthetic fibers that the

A retired engineer named
Galen Merrell recently invented the Scrape-A-Round,
a cone-shaped windshield ice
remover small enough to fit
into the palm of your hand
and soft enough not to damage the mouldings or trim.
The Scrape-A-Round was created to apply more pressure
to the windshield with one hand than a traditional scraper does with two. Its
circular cutting edge is designed to maintain an ideal angle for removing ice,
and its 360 degree shape cuts ice in all directions. The Scrape-A-Round has a
flexible polypropylene plastic that conforms to a curved glass but maintains a
50-degree angle to the windshield. The product comes in three cone-shaped
sizes: large, medium and small.
❙❙➤ www.scrapearound.com

company says safely removes windshields. The product has a proprietary abrasion-resistant coating that
helps extend its life.
❙❙➤ www.fiber-line.com

Wood’s Powr-Grip
Gives a Hand
Handi-Grip hand-held vacuum
cups from Wood’s Powr-Grip can put
handles where needed. Ideal for lifting
automotive windshields, side-lites and
back-lites, these vacuum cups with
Handi-Grip handles are designed ergonomically to provide easy handling

and maximum load control.
With a choice of vacuum pads suited
for maximum grip on curved or flat
glass, these high-quality, industrialstrength vacuum cups are now available
in pairs with a new double carrying case.
❙❙➤ www.wpg.com

BTB Reveals Two
New Products

can also be used with a range of other
12-volt power supply options.
BTB’s WK6 winged pinchweld trimming blades are designed to leave the
correct thickness of adhesive on the
windshield for re-bonding. They are
available in different blade widths.
❙❙➤ www.btbtools.com

Rolladeck is on the Market

BTB Auto Glass Tools of Australia,
has launched two new products, including a 12 volt battery-powered automotive glass removal tool and WK6
winged pinchweld trimming blades.
The e-tool features the same cutting blades as the BTB air power tool.
While it comes with a battery pack, it

CLEANERS
Clean It Up
Wandres GmbH microcleaning offers a cleaning
system for automotive
glass. The 30-year-old German company develops and manufactures brush cleaning
and compressed air related cleaning systems for industrial production, including
glass for different purposes. The Sword Brush BIHG 46 is designed to clean concave
or convex surfaces, including automotive glass.
❙❙➤ www.wandres.com
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The Rolladeck system is compact,
lightweight and designed to help technicians remove and install windshields by themselves, according to
officials. The system attaches the vehicle’s wiper post and can adjust to the
existing windshield.
❙❙➤ www.rolladeck.net
■
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industry insiders
people in the news

Bradsher Promoted
at Safelite
Safelite Glass Corp. has promoted
Mike Bradsher to director of manufacturing operations for its
Enfield, N.C.-based
windshield
plant,
which employs 210
people. In this role, he
will lead production,
Mike
quality, product develBradsher
opment, engineering
and accounting, according to officials.
Bradsher started as a plant accountant at Safelite nearly 20 years ago. He
quickly moved up to plant controller,
then facility controller and finally director of accounting.

Rod Watson of Carlex
Announces Retirement
Rod Watson, technical services manager
for Carlex, retired at
the end of June. Watson has been in the industry for 40 years. He
got his start in 1974 as
a float production enRod
gineer for PPG.
Watson
“Rod was a cornerstone of the business during the transi-

tional period from Ford to Carlex,” says
Tim Siterlet, central region sales manager and marketing manager for Carlex.
“He was heavily involved in the Carlite
Technician’s Training School and has
served on the Auto Glass Safety Council’s AGRSS Standard™ Committee for
many years.”
“I’ve met a lot of great people who
tend to stay in this industry and work
hard to improve it. The Auto Glass Safety
Council is a prime example of this,” says
Watson. “One of the most challenging
times in my career was the introduction
and implementation of the Carlite Autoglass Replacement System (CARS) program that provided glass delivery and
emphasized proper glass replacement.”
Recalling his experience with Watson, Rick Nelson, owner of Nelson
Glass Tools, says, “What great times we
had at Carlite. Frank Levesque, Gilbert
Gutierrez, Mike Murphy, Joel Timmons, Jeff Bull, et al, working with Rod
and Len Stolk (RIP). The Carlite class
was the most enlightening professional experience to have. Every class
was full of a cross section of the industry. Diverse on Monday and by Thursday a tight group of highly trained
technicians. Graduation was a sad time
as we felt like true friends and hated to
think it was over.”

Equalize
tools andr cut out
blades
10 to 30 %
list price off

Equalizer
Specials

2014 wire
cut out to
ol
Viper®

Our Price $399.00 plus S/H

Stingray®
List Price $434.45

Burco Founder Passes Away
Jim Mervenne of Burco Inc. passed away in late April in his
hometown of Grand Rapids, Mich.
“Jim was kindhearted and ever mindful of others with a generous spirit. Jim was a successful businessman who was well respected
and trusted by colleagues, customers and competitors alike. All who
spent time with Jim enjoyed his ubiquitous spirited conversations.
Jim was a good listener who had a great sense of humor and an inJim
fectious laugh,” says Elisabeth Mervenne, vice president of Burco
Mervenne
and Jim’s daughter-in-law.
“His work in the glass industry spanned four decades. Early in his career he worked
with PPG and then for a local glass sundry and industrial parts supplier, C.H. Burpee.
Jim purchased C.H. Burpee in 1967, which eventually became Burco Inc.,” she adds.
He is preceded in death by his wife Diane and is survived by three sons,
daughter-in-laws and many grandchildren.
“His passion for this industry was with him until the end,” Elisabeth
Mervenne says.
■
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Ambush®
List Price $695.00

Call us for
Special Pricing

800-506-4444
www.glassprosupplies.com
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Adhesives/Sealants

AUTOMOTIVE GLASS ADHESIVE SYSTEMS
SHAT-R-PROOF CORP.
12800 Hwy. 13, Suite #500
Savage, MN 55378
P: 952/946-0450
F: 952/946-0435
www.shatrproof.com
info@shatrproof.com

Automotive Glass

NATIONAL GLASS BROKERS LLC
3115 Fry Rd., Suite #302
Katy, TX 77449
P: 281/599-1550
F: 281/599-8158
www.nationalglassbrokers.com
sales@nationalglassbrokers.com
PILKINGTON NORTH AMERICA
3440 Centerpoint Drive
Urban Crest, OH 43123
P: 614/801-5900
www.pilkingtonclearadvantage.com
pilkington.team@nsg.com
RV GLASS
COACH GLASS
1400 Cross St.
Eugene, OR 97402
P: 800/714-7171
F: 888/714-7171
rv@coachglass.com
WINDSHIELD MANUFACTURERS
CARLEX
7200 Centennial Blvd.
Nashville, TN 37209
P: 877/377-4527

AGRR-Related Products

PILKINGTON NORTH AMERICA
3440 Centerpoint Drive
Urban Crest, OH 43123
P: 614/801-5900
www.pilkingtonclearadvantage.com
pilkington.team@nsg.com
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THE SHOWCASE
directory of suppliers
Information Sources
Windshield Removal Tool
ASSOCIATIONS
Auto Glass Safety Council™
385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116
Stafford, VA 22554
P: 540/602-3252
www.agsc.org
NATIONAL WINDSHIELD
REPAIR ASSOCIATION
385 Garrisonville Road, Suite 116
Stafford, VA 22554
P: 540/720-7484
F: 540/720-3470
nwra@nwraassociation.org

EXTRACTOR/CRYSTAL GLASS CANADA
9508 - 45 Ave.
Edmonton, AB T6E 5Y9, Canada
P: 877/628-8837
F: 780/438-5915
www.extractortools.com

Windshield Repair Products
AEGIS TOOLS INTERNATIONAL
2881 Commerce Park Dr., Suite M
Fitchburg, WI 53719
P: 608/274-9254
F: 608/274-9395
www.aegistools.com
info@aegistools.com

PUBLICATIONS
AGRR™ MAGAZINE
Key Communications Inc.
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
P: 540/720-5584
F: 540/720-5687
www.agrrmag.com

DELTA KITS INC.
1090 Bailey Hill Road,
Suite A
Eugene, OR 97402
P: 800/548-8332
F: 541/345-1591
www.deltakits.com

Auto Glass Journal®
Key Communications Inc.
P.O. Box 569
Garrisonville, VA 22463
P: 540/720-5584
F: 540/720-5687
www.autoglassjournal.com

REPAIR SYSTEMS & SERVICES
GLASS MEDIC
7177 Northgate Way, Ste. C
Westerville, OH 43082
P: 614/891-9222
F: 614/891-9227
www.glassmedic.com

Software

AUTO GLASS - RELATED
Mainstreet Computers, Inc.
330 Charles Street
Belleville, MI 48111
P: 800/698-6246
F: 734/697-8228
www.mainstreetcomp.com

Tools and Supplies

EQUALIZER INDUSTRIES INC.
2611 Oakmont Dr.
Round Rock, TX 78665
P: 512/388-7715
F: 512/388-4188
www.equalizer.com
sales@equalizer.com

WINDSHIELD REPAIR SYSTEMS AND SUPPLIES
BLUE STAR PRODUCTS INC.
355 Marcus Blvd.
Hauppauge, NY 11788
P: 631/231-5222
F: 631/231-5544
www.bluestar-products.com
PERSONNA
1 Razor Blade Lane
Verona, VA 24482
www.personnablades.com
glass-auto.personnablades.com

■

To place a Supplier’s Guide listing
please call Tina Czar at 540/602-3261
or email tczar@glass.com.

Are you an automotive glass technician who wants to become certified?
Attend the AGSC Regional Technician Training
Thursday, October 9, 2014 • 8-10 a.m. • Exam 2-3:30 p.m.
Baltimore Convention Center • Baltimore, MD

Pricing:

• Free for technicians who currently work for an
AGSC Registered Member Company.
• $49 for technicians who do not work for an AGSC
Registered Member Company.

42

*Special offer: If you would like your company to
become an AGSC Registered Member Company, you
can sign-up onsite to take the training and test for
free (the $49 will be credited back once deducted
from the total AGSC registration fees).

Register at: agsc.org/baltimore
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on the road

calendar of events

D A Y /

P L A N N E R

September 16-20, 2014
Automechanika
Sponsored by Messe Frankfurt
Messe Frankfurt Exhibition GmbH
Frankfurt, Germany
Contact Messe Frankfurt at +49 69 75 75-0 or visit
www.automechanika.messefrankfurt.com

October 7-9, 2014
Auto Glass Week™
Co-Sponsored by AGRR™ magazine, the Auto Glass Safety
Council, the Independent Glass Association, the National
Glass Association and the National Windshield Repair
Association. Includes the Auto Glass Repair and
Replacement Olympics
The Baltimore Convention Center and
Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel
Baltimore, Md.
Contact: AGRR™ magazine at 540/720-5584 or visit
www.autoglassweek.com

October 7-9, 2014
International Window Film Conference and Tint-Off™
Sponsored by WINDOW FILM magazine
The Baltimore Convention Center and Renaissance Baltimore
Harborplace Hotel
Baltimore, Md.
Contact: WINDOW FILM magazine
at 540/720-5584 or visit www.windowfilmmag.com/wfct ■

Visit www.agrrmag.com
and click on “Industry Events”
to add your events to the calendar.
www.agrrmag.com

800.321.2597
8 0 0 . 3 2 1. 2 5 9 7
www.glasweld.com
w w w. g l a s w e l d . c o m

Check out the
All New AutoTM
Glass Journal

FREE!

Do you want a free digital download of Auto Glass Journal? You
are just one click away from our all new format! For the
first time in more than 60 years you will find a new full
color layout to improve photo quality with better detail.
We have also increased the number of photos per vehicle to help better explain the installation process.

The new more informative layout also includes:
•
•
•
•

NAGS/Mitchell labor hours
Aftermarket moulding and additional parts list
Technical Service Bulletins
Torques specifications for screws, nuts and bolts
where required
• List of special tools if needed

Just visit autoglassjournal.com to see
the new issue and subscribe!
July/August 2014 AGRR
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Off theLine

Oem news from detroit

Alfa Romeo Franchises
Coming to America

Photo: Alfa Romeo

A

N INITIAL GROUP OF 86
dealers have been awarded Alfa
Romeo franchises in the United
States and Canada. These 86 dealers
will be the first to sell the new 2015 Alfa
Romeo 4C coupe and limited-edition
4C Launch Edition when the iconic
Italian sports car brand returns to the
North American market this year.
The 4C Coupe’s windshield and
door glass are both by Saint Gobain,
the engine cover is by Fapa and IMR
provides the car’s firewall/cabin divide.
There will be 12 dealers in California, 10 each in Florida and Texas, five
in Michigan, four each in Illinois, Ohio
and Virginia and two each in Arkansas,
Arizona, Iowa, Indiana, Maryland, New
Jersey, Nevada, Washington, West Virginia. Alabama, Colorado, Connecticut, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana,
Minnesota, Missouri, North Carolina,
Nebraska, New York, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Vermont and Wisconsin each will have
one dealer. In Canada, two dealers will
open in Quebec, and one each in

The Alfa Romeo is coming back to the U.S. via newly named dealers.

network ultimately will exceed 300
British Columbia and Ontario.
“This group of dealers represents franchises in North America.”
the first phase in the Alfa Romeo dealer
network selection process,” says Peter Reports: G11 BMW Could
Grady, vice president of network devel- Gain Panoramic Sunroof
opment, Chrysler Group. “We anticiAuto blogs such as autoevolution
pate that the Alfa Romeo dealer and BMWblog are reporting that the
G11 BMW 7 Series prototype currently
being tested on the Nurburgring in
Study Finds Aluminum-Bodied Pickups on Rise
A recent survey of automakers by Ducker Worldwide indicates that more than 75 Nurburg, Germany, could have a
percent of all new pickup trucks produced in North America will be aluminum-bod- panoramic sunroof offered as an opied by 2025. The study surveyed all major automakers and reports that Ford, Gen- tion. If the sunroof remains, the 2016
eral Motors and Fiat Chrysler will become the biggest users of aluminum sheet in models may be the first generation of
this line to have an optional sunroof
the next decade. It also forecasts that the number of vehicles with complete aluminum body structures will reach 18 percent of North American production from that covers more than just the front
less than one percent today. Vehicle segments revealed as emerging aluminum seats.
Other reported new elements of the
content leaders are pickup trucks, sport-utility vehicles (SUVs) and both mid-sized
G11 include laser headlights, Organic
and full-sized sedans.
LEDs for the taillights and carbon fiber
The Aluminum Association’s Aluminum Transportation Group (ATG) commissioned consulting and research firm Ducker Worldwide to conduct the “2015 North reinforced plastics for lighter weight
construction.
American Light Vehicle Aluminum Content Study.”
For a sneak peek of the G11 BMW 7
Additionally, the “2015 North American Light Vehicle Aluminum Content Study”
found that by 2025, 26.6 percent of all the body and closure parts for light vehi- Series, which is still under wraps, watch
the video at http://bit.ly/1nAawIb. ■
cles in North America will be made of aluminum.
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eet MOE, Mainstreets Online Estimator. With
MOE, your customers can get an auto glass
replacement estimate online, 24 hours a day with no
need to call for a price.
MOE does more than just spit out quotes. With
Mainstreets Electronic Ordering System (MEOS),
available for Mainstreet software users, MOE can
automatically generate an order in Glas-Avenue for
au
you. This eliminates the need for a CSR to manually
enter the order information which increases their
productivity, reduces human errors in the data, and
reduces EDI rejections.
Want to learn more about MOE? Visit us online at
www.mainstreetcomp.com or call (800) 698 - 6246.

Cobalt Sponsor of Auto Glass Week™ 2014
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